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1. Here I examine systematically affinities first between the Vedic and Mesopotamian
cu1tures and possibJe cross-influences. There are many simüar elements, themes and motifs in the
religious texts of both. Some are found in other cuJtures the world over: e.g. the worship of Sun,
Moon, Wind, Fare, etc; search for immortality; god/hero kiIIs dragon/monster/serpent; tree of Iife;
and so on. Such universal motifs will be ignored. But if the Sungod traveJs in a boat, as happens
here, rather than on a horse-drawn carriage, as we find in Greece and elsewhere, then the motif
deserves comment. Other common themes are the separation of heaven and earth by a god of
wind (and light); the cosmic cow of plenty; the virile buJJ; the divine bird which is a messenger of,
or symbolizes, a deit:y; the horse-sacrifice; creation through the dismembennent of a divine
being; the Flood; the turtle/tortoise; etc.
2. Until now it has been generally assumed (e.g. Dalley 1998; Bottero et al 2000; McEvilley
2002) that the Vedic Tradition is the borrower in all cases (brick-buUding, certain rituals,
astronomy and mathematics, writing, mythological motifs, etc). The assumption has been based
on the widespread belief that the Fertile Crescent in the Near fast is the cradle of all civilization
and, with regard to India, on the AlT (=Aryan Invasion!Immigration TheoIY), which should have
been dismissed as soon as the ISC (=Indus-Samsvati Civilization) carne into the light of day in
the 1920s. I shall show that, apart from the anteriority of the Vedic texts (the bulk of the IJgveda
being dated at c 3200 Be and before), which may be doubted, the interna! evidence in the
documents and other types of evidence indicate that India is not the borrower; if anything,
Mesopotamia and Egypt probably borrow from Saptasindhu. I do not hide the fact that I am in a
way prejudiced. I am now convinced, as I have argued elsewhere (Kazanas 1999, 2002a, 2003b,
etc) that the IndQaIYaßs are by 1500 Be fully indigenous having come to Saptasindhu at the very
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latest in the early 5th millennium and that much of the RVwas composed before 3100 .
Th. McEvilley claims to be undogmatic but, in fad, is no less prejudiced in favour of Egypt
and Mesopotamia.2 Many of his paraIlels and correJations are highly dubious and many of the
things he presents as facts are downrlght wrong. He devotes many pages to prove that some
Mesopotamian iconographic material was related to kuQ4aliniyoga and therefore influenced the
development of this tradition in lndia (and Greece). He gives many reproductions (pp 216-9,
246-273) some of which have similarities. On p 246, a seal impression shows a "GUgamesh

1 Throughout this study the dates are BCE except where stated as CE. The date alter the name of an
author in brackets denotes a modern date, of course. E.g. (McInstosh 2002: 24, 28) - where 2002 is the
year of the publication and the other numbers denote pages in that publication.
I take it for granted that the anclent Indomyans are indigenous from at least the early 5th millennium
Be and that the (bulk of the) RVwas, as the native tradition has It, compUed just betore 3102, which
marked the onset of the Kali-yuga (Kazanas 2002 and 2003b) although there may have been (Witzei
1995) later redactions, insertions and other modifications of the original text.
Here only a briet summaty can be given of the evldence discussed at length e1sewhere.
All archaeologists stress the uninterrupted continuity of cu1ture from Mergarh (c 7000) to late Harappan
and down to the Persian encroaches alter 600 Be. There is only a break in the ske1etal record between c
6000-4500 Be (references in Kazanas 2002: 287). There is no mention of any invasion/migration in the
early Vecllc texts (unlike texts in other Indo-European branches like Iranian, Greek, Celtic,
Scandinavian). The rigvedic people may have practised some nomad pastoralism but they also Iived in
settled communities: they had agriculture (RVIV, 57; vm, 91. 5; etc) and animal-husbandry of cattle,
sheep, and goat and horne (RV passim); they had weaving (1, 134, 4; H, 3, 6; VI, 9, 2-3; eIc); also
metallurgy and smithies (IV, 2, 17; V, 9, 5; IX, 112, 2; etc); theyalso seemed to engage in maritime trade
(I, 25, 7; 56, 2; etc).
The RV is pre-Harappan. It knows no urban structuras or ruins thereof; no rice will;, no cotton
karpäsa, no brick istakii, no fixed fire-hearthslaltars - i!ill elements present in the late Indus-Sarasvati
culture and post-Rigvedic texts. The river Sarasvati dried definitely c 1900 Be, according to geological
and palaeoenvironmental stodias (Rao 1991: 77-9; Allchins 1997: 117). However, G. Possehl concludes
that it could have reached the ocean only betore 3200 and more probably c 3800 (1998; so also
Francfort 1992). So those hymns that praise the Sarawati as "hast river naditamä"(D, 41, 16), having
the Ärya tribes settled wng its bank (VI, 61, 8-10, 12) or flowing to the ocean (VII, 95, 2) must belong to
aperiod betore 3200 and perhaps 3800! By the AVthe great river seems to have diminished; for in this
text the name tends to denote the goddess rather than the terrestrial river (Ludvik 20(0). Then, there are
the archaeoastronomical papers of B.N. Achar who find that some references place the Satapatha
BrähmaQa c 3000-2900 Be, the Jyof4a Vedärlga c 1800 atld the early core of the Mahäbhärata 3067
(Kazanas 2002: 293-7); the epic received the form in which we now have it at c 100 Be -200 CE after
many accretions and some revisions and rearrangements Oller the intervening centuries. Since the RVis
linguistically many centurias older than the epic it must be assigned to a date much earlier than 3067.
2. He writes: "Indian religion and thought WeN in a state of me1tdown... The Aryan establishment
admitted tribal influences from Munda and Dravidian peoples along with renewed Near Eastem
influences" (p 112). This is dogrnatic and entlrely hypothetical. "The transition from Jain missionaries to
proto-Orphics [in Greece], such as, pemaps, Pherecydes, is stilliargely invisible (except for glimpses such
as Democedes retuming to Croton [in South Italy, from the Persian Court]), though it most have
occurred" (p 204; but see GPA §29). This too is dogrnatic. A final exarnple is on "the revisionist Indian
view" which seeks to reconstruct anclent Indian history: "This whole pan-Indian or Indocentric
construcöon may be viewed as a postcolonial reversal... if those hands seem wilIfui in their handling of
the evidence, the reversal will only tend to reinforce the colonisfs' se1f-righteous sense that there was real
need for them to take charge in the flrst place" (p 660). No further comment - except that McEvilley
himself rather displays repeatedly willfulness in (mls-)representing and (mis-)handling of the evidence, as
will be seen hereafter.
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figure holding two lions" (and p 274: "the Nude Hero ... like the Gilgamesh icon grasping lions in
a conquered position")3 but while he gives the well-known Mohenjodaro seal of the Nude figure
holding off two tigers (p 249), this being similar to the Mesopotamian "Gilgamesh fagure", he
does not give the rock painting of the Nude hero from India c4000 or before (Kak 2001b), which
shows that the Mohenjodaro seal belongs to the Indic native tradition. On p 247, a Sumerian seal
shows three pairs of caparisoned goat-like animaJs with enonnous horns; the two pairs are
leaping from above down to a tree on a mound while the centra1 and 1arger pair flank the mound
with the tree and step on the lower part with their front hooves. This is supposed to be similar to
(and perhaps the inspiration for) a Mohenjo-Daro seal showing three human figures with
different objects and on the left, under a big tree, two goats with upraised forelegs against what
could be another goat-like figure or something eIse, but certainly not a tree. Other seals from the
two cultures are decidedly dissimilar or irrelevant. On p 255 a photo shows three Mesopotamian
human bearded figurines: all three have their hands crossed and resting on their chest; one of
them wears a headpiece with two horns and has hooves but no tail. This ''buH-man'', again, is
supposed to be similar (and perhaps the inspiration for) the figure of a "buH-man" in two
different ISC plaques where the ftgure in each has two horns, a1so a long tail, possible hooves in
one, feet in the other, and one arm hanging down and the other upraised: except for the horns,
the figures are utterly dissimilar. In any case, a1l these comparisons do not rea1ly mean very much
since they are unaccompanied by a text that would explain their true significance. We can
assume that the Harappans borrowed these designs. People borrow designs, even ugly ones, an
the time. But there is no buH-man myth (like the Greek minotaur) nor goat myth in
Mesopotamia, nor Gilgamesh-like hero subduing two lions in the Vedic texts: thus these icons,
dissimilar as they are in many cases, do not mean much. Unless we know the function of, and
the import of the writing on, the ISC seals there is very little that can be usefully said (though
much can be and is being conjectured to no useful purpose). McEvilley gees further and makes
much out of the Ishtar-rosette and the ISC eight-petalled rosette linking them with the lotus
flower (pp 253-4); but, in this case too, unlike Egypt and Saptasindhu, Mesopotamia has no
myth for a lotus-born one. Besides, since India had several eight-peta1led flowers and the lotus,
why should the natives copy such a design from Sumer and not make it themselves? ... Thus an
this iconography is almost va1ueless.

3. One yardstick in the comparisons that follow is the IE (=IndoEuropean) nature of some ofthe
motifs examined. If a motif in the Veda is a1so Indo-European, i.e. it is found in the ancient
cu1ture of Greek, Slavonic, Ba1tic, Germanic or Celtic peoples, then we must take it that it is
inherited in (or native to) India and not borrowed from the Near East. In the absence of the
definite IE character of a motif, a second criterion will be the inner constitution of the motif: if this
comprises native traditional elements and has no exc1usively NE (=Near Eastern) elements, then
it must be native to India and not borrowed. The IE criterion is fatrly sound and secure. It is
certain that there were no contacts between India and Greece) Gaul and Germania before the
6th century. McEvilley (following others) claims that there were channels of transmission from
India to Greece through the Persian court in the 6th cent (see his eh 1). This is highly improbable
because the philosophical or mythological ideas that are supposed to have travelled via this route
(monism, reincamaüon, the 5 elements, the Orpheus figure, etc) are not found in Persian or
other NE texts. This issue is examined in detail in Kazanas 2003c. Therefore if a legend or a
mythological motif is found in the Veda and in any of the IE traditions in the West (Greek, Celtic,
Germanic, etc) then this item is PIE (=Proto-Indo-European) and belongs to the early 5th
miDennium at the very latest; and I take this period as the lower limit because it is the latest date
by which the Aryans might have entered Saptasindhu, if that (see n 2 above). All such themes

3. There Me other figures also on this: a scorpion, a bearded man holding a staff, a boat with three human
figures and ftsh beneath it - illuslrating perhaps the Aood motif.
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and motifs in the Veda are inherited,not created and developed under foreign influences. In all
such cases, if we insist on postulating influences, the influence would run from Saptasindhu
westward to the NE.
However, although a rituallike the horse--sacrifice is, I shall demonstrate, most probably a
loan by Mesopotamia from Saptasindhu, I do not disregard the very real possibility that there
was, e 6000 or much earlier, a culture with many common features among the peoples of the
easiem European plains, the Balkans, the Pontic steppes, Anatolia, the Near East, Iran and
Saptasindhu. I have elsewhere (Kazanas 2003b) accepted the possibility that the JE homeland
was a continuum spreading from Saptasindhu to the Pontie steppes. Even if we assume that in
the beginning of the 6th millennium or earlier, the IE and NE cultures were substantially different
in language, religion and sodal rustoms, it is not impossible that they shared some motifs and
themes, inherited from an earlier culture we can no longer reconstruct fully but can detect in
elements found here and there in different later cultures.
Comparlsons

4. Th. hone-saa1ftce is our first test--case. In Mesopotamia a horse-sacrifice is documented in a
liturgical text repeatedly mentioning god Marduk and belonging to the Babyionian ritual related
to gods Shamash and Adad (Albright & Dupont 1934), One interesüng detail of this ritual is that
the priest whispers an incantation "into the left ear of the horse" before its immolation. Another
one is the presence of seven spots like the Pleiades, on the forefront of the sacrificial animal (ibid
119-120), The lowest terminus for this text is c800 and the upper c2000 (ibid 117-8). Indeed, the
horse came to Mesopotarnia from Iran a little before 2000 but was put to common use c1600
(Saggs 1989: 213-4), Before this, the Mesopotamians used asses for their carts and the text
mentions the ass as well,4
The corresponding Vedie ritual aSvamedha is abundantly dorumented and mueh
eommented upon by aneient scholiasts and modem scholars. C. Watkins wrote "We may
legitimately look upon the Asvamedha as the prindpal Indo-European kingship ritual" (2001:
265), One of the minor features in the Vedie horse-saerifice is the whispering by the priest to the
horse's right ear. Here too, the horse must have the seven spots/stars on its foreneek (Satapatha
Br xm, 4, 2, 1-4). Full if varied descriptions of this lengthy and complex rite are found in the SB
Book XIn, in the VS Bks XXII-XXV, in the 15 spread through Bks IV to VII, and in other texts.5
Evidence for a simpler, perhaps, ritual is found in RVl162 and 163, two hymns praising the
horse, and in m53, 11 in which king Sudäs's horses are to be lel loose to wander and thus win
wealth for him. (Part of this ritual was to let a royal stallion wander freely for a year in
neighbouring eountries; the king and a band of 400 warriors followed it, c1aimed the regions
through which the horse passed, and if challenged gave battle.)

Unlike the NE cultures, a rich horse mythology is attested in almost all the JE traditions
(excep1: the Hittites) and some form of horse-sacrifice was performed among the Greek, Roman,
Celtie and Nordie peoples (Anderson 1999). One frequent myth, among others, is that of a gOO
taklng on the form of a horse for various reasons. For example, in Vedic mythology SaraQyU, the
daughter of god TVal?U', marries V1vasvant, the SungOO, then disappears and takes the form of a
mare; her husband beeomes a stallion, mates with her and as a result the Asvins are bom (RV X,
17, 1-2; Br/laddevatäVI, 162 ff). We find a similar tale in Greece when goddess Demeter

4. Albright and Dupont (116-7). They cite also Sir Binders Petrie who found homes buried with humans in
Glza, Egypt, from the 16th cent (pp 1134). The horse came to Egypt in the 17th cent; the Egyptians bad
no horse mythology of any kind. Thus, obviously, such ßnds can harrlly count as horse-sacrißces in the
sense discussed here.
5. Abbreviatlons. AB == Aitareya BrähmaQa ; AV = Atharvaveda ; MB ... Mahäbhärata ; PIE Proto-IndoEuropean; SB ... Satapatha BrähmaQa ; TS ... Taittirlya Sarphitä ; V ... Vedic; VS ... ViijasaneyI Salflhitii ;
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became a mare to avoid the harassment of Poseidon, god of the sea, but he became a stallion
and mated with her on the plains of Arcadia; as a result were born Areion, a noble horse with
black mane, and a girl, and Demeter came to be worshipped in Arcadia as Demeter 'EplV~
Erinus (=saraoYÜ! The story is in Pausanias Vl1l25, 5). A slightly different myth appears among
the Scan.dinavians when Loki, the god of tricks and transformations, becomes a mare to attract
from work the giant·mason's stallion Svadüfari; as a result is bom Sleipnir, a horse with eight
legs, the swiftest anirnal in the world, which is given to Odin, king of the gOOs (Edda p 35-6;
Crossley-Holland 1993: 11·14). Sure1y, it would be absurd to claim that the horse-saaifice
spread from Mesopotarnia to all these IE-speaking regions and that, then, each one of them
developed aImost identical horse-mythologems.
In lndia, the wild horse ls present from c 17000 and there is evidence for its domestication in
the Ganges basin c 5000 and in the ISC c 2400 (Kazanas 2003b; Chakrabarti 1999; Sharma
1980). Consequently there is no question of the Veda being indebted to Babyion. Nor can it be
c1airned that this rite descended from a remote common cultural background since the horse dld
not come to Mesopotamia much before 2000. All that can be said is that it was instituted in
Babylon c 2000-1600 after the importation of the horse and Marduk's rise to preerninence
c 1800-1600; the Babyionians decided to add this noble creature to the anirnals they had been
using for sacrifk:e and so enhance the nobility of their own (new) chief god(s). Albright and
Dupont mention several Indo-Mesopotamian affinities but, above all, the whispering to the
horse's ear and the seven spots/stars on its front are detaüs strongly suggestive of borrowing by
the Mesopotarnians.
Now let us turn to mythological test-cases.
5. The-eagle-fJies..to.beave is our second test-case.
In Mesopotamia we find two legends with main theme the removal frorn heaven of some
valuable material. The first is about a shepherd-king, Etana, who saves an eagle from death, then
with the bird's aid ascends to heaven to take 'the plant of birth" so as to obtain a son. The
second is about a Uon-headed eagle, Anzu, a demonic being that steals the Tablet of Destinies
from gOO Enlil. 80th are translated from their Old Babylonian (and later) versions in Dalley's MM
189-202 and 203-227. There is no Surnerian version. Only some Akkadian seals show the ascent
of a man on an eagle's back from c 239Q..2249 (MM 189; McCalll992: 63); whether these
depict Etana's adventure is not known. If so, the legend makes its first demonstrable appearance
c 2400. We shall be dealing only with the Etana legend. The Anzu myth has some relevance
since it has been thought that the Tablet of Destinies may originally have been plants, as
surmised by H. Comford (cited by Knipe 1967: 344 & n 77); otherwise, the tale is more of a
panegyric for god Ninurta (who overcame Anzu) and belongs rather to the short-epic genre "god
vanquishes-monster" .
The Etana legend is more complex in that it begins with the friendship of the eagle living on
the branches of a tree and a serpent having lts nest at the roots. Although the two have a
cornpact to help each other shanng their <::atch, one day the eagle eats up the serpent's young
ones. The grief-stricken serpent invokes Shamash for retribution and he gives goOO advice on
how the serpent might take revenge. Indeed, the serpent captures the eagle, cuts off its wings and
casts it into a pit. The eagle now prays to Shamash for help; he relents and sends Etana (who
wants "the plant of birth" so that his wife can have a child) to aid the mon'bund bird. Etana
nurses the eagle back to health and then the bird carries hirn up to the gates of heaven in three
stages. There are varlants inc1uding a fall and a second astent but the text breaks off. It is
assumed that, since in the King list Etana is succeeded by a son, he and the eagle obtained the
fertility plant.
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Of some significanee are the three stages of the ascent. Scholars find much symbolism in this
legend: the Tree of Ufe, the serpent/earthldarkness and the eagle/sky/light and so on, all related
to IE motifs and all noted by D M Knipe (1967 passim). However, as all this is imported by
modem scholars I shallignore it.To me it seems that the legend is made up of two discrete tales
fused together6 • I see no organic connection between the serpent and the Etana ascent: the eagle
eats the serpent's young ones out öf wickedness, so It is no angeHe creature. But the third stage of
the ascent has close affinity wIth the third heaven or the third summit where the soma-plant is in
the eorresponding Vedic myth.
6. In the Indian epie RämayaQa Bk ßI eh 35, the chief of birds, Garu<;la, destroys the ni$ädas,
taken by Knipe to be serpents ( p 348) then flies up to heaven for amrta, the elixir of lire. If the
ni$ädas are serpents (something by no means certain) then Knipe is right in seeing here a parallel
with the Etana legend even though Garu<;la carries no man to heaven. This brief episode is not
strictly related to the main plot, so it may be an old legend that has been grafted onto the epic
like so many others.
An older version appears in the $arphltäs and Brähmaoas (SB ßI 2, 4 and 6, 2; AB ßI 25-6)
wIth Kadru and SupaltJi (a female eagle). T.5VI 1, 6 says that Kadru and SupaltJi had a dispute
about each other's form, KadrU won and obliged SupartJi to go to heaven and feich Soma saying
"For this parents rear children: in the third heaven from here is the Soma; fetch It, and by it buy
your release". The Jagati metre first, then the Tmubh (here presented as offspring of SupiJrtJi) fly
up but fail to obtain the Soma; finally the Gäyatri succeeds. 7 AB ßI 26 contains additional
information. Here, as in the SB passages, the gods desire the Soma and send successively the
three metres to feich it, but unlike the SB text, there is no mention of KadrU and SupartJi, who
begets the metres. In any case, the Gäyatri metre succeeds and having terrified the guardians
takes the Soma; but on her return flight, KrSänu, one of the guardians, hits her with an arrow and
cuts off the nail of her left foot. This incident links up clearly with the yet older but fragmentary
version in the RV.
RVIX 86, 27 says that Soma is 'on the third ridge in the bright realm of the sky". It is there
presumably that the falconleagle flies to fetch the Soma in RV hymns IV 26 and 27. I shall not
indulge here in needless speculation about who speaks what lines in these hymns (see Knipe
329-337 for various opinions) because this would not help significantly our discussion. Some
scholars translate hymn 27 as though stanzas 3 and 4 say that the bird bore aloft lndra as weil
(Knipe 331; 0' Flaherty 1981: 12-130). There might have been a legend in which Indra was a
human and was taken up to heaven and so on, since he became immortaI through tapas 'ascetic
penance' (RVX 167, 1); but here neither R.Griffith (1889) nor K.Geldner (1951-7) translate in
this manner, and rightly so, since the text does not warrant it. The bird $fena 'falconleagle' or
supal'lJa 'of fine feathers' or 'of strong-wings" returns with the soma but l\pIänu shoots an arrow
and the bird loses a feather. And this is all we have in the RV. The subsequent tales (KadrU and
SupaltJi, etc) may not be the original legend but elaboratlons attempting to reconstruct it or fill

6. McCall is of the same opinion and eites the short Sumerian story of Gilgamesh and the Halub tree on
which live an eag\e and a snake (p 63).
7. Having surveyed a11 the secondary literature about jhis tale and im varianm in the IE traditions, Knipe
saw here "a quite transparent fonn of the seasonailight-darkness-confUct with Kadrü, the earth, the
serpent of darkness '" and ... the falcon of light, the heaven, sUparr)r (345). He may be right, but the
text says only JYam 'this 000' for Kadrü and asau 'that 000' for Supar!)1. In SB Iß 6, 2, 2 Kadri1 is again
said to be iyam but Suparr)i is identified with Väe 'Speech'. It is moreover dlfficult to see how SuparJ)i
would feich the soma from heaven if she herself is heaven. However. there is mention of Arbuda
Kädraveya, a serpent-seer and mantra-maker (AB VI 1; KB XXIX 1; SB XIß 4. 3, 9) so Kadrü may have
been connected with serpen1s.
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gaps; but they may be original and the RV version either omitted these details or did not know of
them.
7. The affinitles with the Etana legend are obvious. But the Vedic legend has paralleis or
affinities in the other IE branches. Knipe gives many references for Avestan, Greek, Scandinavian
and Celtic myths. In Iran the 5aena bird (=V Sjlena) descends from heaven bringing the haoma
(=V soma). In Greece Zeus is connected with the eagle, who bears nectar, and he himself, in the
guise of an eagle, abducts young Ganymedes and takes him to Olympus to become the gods'
cupbearer. In Scandinavia Odin, again in the guise of an eagle, steals giant Suttung's mead (= V
madhu 'sweet, intoxicating drink'), here not from heaven but from within a rocky mountain; be it
noted that in Scandinavia the Guardian Tree (the axis mundi or Tree of Ufe) is a wholly separate
motif having a dragon gnawing at its root and an eagle at its top (Crossley-Holland 1993: xxiii
xxiv). In Ireland, Ueu is killed by a javelin, ascends in the sky as an eagle and is eventually
restored to life; he ls the "bright hero", probably derived from the older Britannic god of light,
Lugh (Green 1996: 34-5).8
Now, apart from the antiquity of the Vedic literature, we have the presence of the same
motif in all these JE traditions in all these different areas from Asia to northwestern Europe. We
must assume therefore that this legend belongs to the PIE period. The oldest version in the RV is
a simple one: it does not involve (or even hint at) any tree nor enmity between the Syena and a
serpent; unlike the Mesopotamian eagle, the Syena is not a wicked but a most noble creature; a
tree With two birds on its branches appears quite separately (as in the Scandinavian tradition) in
RVI, 164, 2Q..22. Consequently the Vedic tradition did not borrow this myth from Mesopotamia.
It may be that the Mesopotamians borrowed the myth from India and combined it with their own
legend(s).

8. The 7 Sages is a third case. 9
Stephanie Dalley, the well-known assyriologist, states (1998) that the Mesopotamian
tradition of the 7 Sages which is linked to the Aood has "no foreign elements" and "there is no
reason to doubt that it is indigenous" (p 16). She examines similar traditions in Egypt (where the
7 sages appear in the very late period and could have come from anywhere) and other NE
cultures and concludes that this "essential concept", that is "civilization brought by sages, was
diffused from Mesopotamia" (ibid). She says nothing about the tradition in India so we don't
know if she considers this also to be similarly diffused. She mentions the trade and contacts
generally between the ISC (or Indus Valley, as she calls it) and Mesopotamia, then makes this
statement: "These were the means, whether by land or sea, by which Mesopotamian culture,
notably the idea of writing, sealing and monumental brick architecture, became known to the
populous regions of western Pakistan, and seem to have influenced the rise of urban civilization
in the Indus Valley, where writing appears in archaeological remains around 2000 BC" (1998:
14). Here we find two errors. First, the ISC was, even in 1996 when Dalley was probably writing
her study, known to be not confined to "western Pakistan" but to cover much of Punjab and
Gujarat in India. Second, even in 1996 it was known that writing in the ISC had began by the
mature phase c 2600! A third error comes a little later when she states that the study of grammar
and syntax in Mesopotamia had started some 1500 years before Päl)ini himself who "was once
thought to be the earliest grammarian in the world" (p 18). Now many people may have thought
this but only through ignorance of the fact that Päl)ini hirnself mentions at least 10 grammarians

8. Knipe dtes also the theft of the sacred apples in Scandinavian and lrish legends; in both is involved the
flight of an eagle/hawk (338-9). In Greece Hercu1es steals the apples of the Hesperides, hut here no bird
is involved. These legends also may be variants of the same therne.
9. A fuU examination of this subject of 7 Sages in Indic texts will be found in Mitchener (1982) who follows
the AIT. Here I shall be selective.
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(Gärgya, Sakalya et al) who preceded him. Thus he could not be the "earliest grammarian".
Besides. PäQini may have belonged to an era much earlier than the one given by the AlT
chronologies.
Apart from such factual slips, it is obvious that Dal1ey, whose werk in her field I respect and
consult constantly, accepts fully the AlT and the chronologies linked with it in the hitherto
mainstream view of academic Indology. As indicated in n 1 above, this view should no longer be
tenable. With regard to Mesopotamian-Vedic relations we should take into account at least two
simple but very instructive facts. First, when in the 24th century king Sargon of Agade refers to
the ships in his harbour (Saggs 1995: 40, 68) the ships are those from other countries, that is
Dilmun, Magan and Meluhha (ie, the ISC: Dalley 1998: 14). 11 Sargon had a mighty ocean-going
fleet to Irade with other countries he would have been boasting 01 Mesopotamian ships reaching,
or retuming !rom, loreign harbours. Second, in the Mesopotamian text Enmerkar and the Lord 01
Aratta (Kramer 1952) it is king Enmerkar of Uruk who sends a messenger and merchants (by
land) to distant Aratta (a country north-west of Punjab: see §99, below) to obtain goods (not the
other way round). So I would think that strength and influence lay as much at least (if not more)
with the ISC as with Mesopotamia.
9. The 7 Seers (r~s, priests, fathers), are amply attested in the RV (I, 164,34; m, 31, 5; N, 2, 15
and 42, 8; VI, 22, 2; X, 63, 7; etc). No hymn says who they are or why they are singled out from
among the many other f$is. In N, 42, 8 they are asm5kam pitaras 'out fathers'; in X, 81, 4 and
82, 2-4 the saptar$i- assist Visvakarman 'the All-creator' to fashion the worlds through sacrifice.
In X, 109,4 they again act in concert with the gods and practise tapas and in X, 130,5-7 they
rise to the dMne condition daivya through knowledge of measure and ritual.
Their names we find inSB XIV 5, 2, 6 and in Brhadära1)yaka Up 11 2, 6: Gotama,
Bharadväja, VSvämitra, Jamadagni, Vasi$a, Kasyapa and Atri. In the same SB (11 1, 2, 4) they
are said to be the 7 stars in the nakl?atra of the Great Bear - and with them will (later) be their, or
Vas~a's, wife Arundhati. Since the later Vedic texts find it necessary to name them (unlike the
RV), we must suppose that the legend of the 7 ~s was no longer widely known and this implies a
lapse of a very long period. So the legend must be very very old. (Usts with different names are
given In Mitchener 1982.)
Apart from the concerted group-action of the Seven, each f$i performs miraculous deeds on
his own, too. Thus V'lSVämitra stops the flow of two rivers in RVm 33 and 53. Vas~a calls upon
Indra to aid king Sudäs defeat his numerous fees (VII 18) and travels with VaruQa in the god's
boat (VII 88). Atri with his "fourth sacred-utterance brlihman" discovered the sun, placed it in the
sky and abolished demon Svarbhänu's blackarts (V 40). Kasyapa engenders an creatures in SB
(VII 5, 1, 1). Agastya, again, who Is also one of the Seven (or eight) in other accounts, makes the
Vindhya mountains lower themselves (Mitchener 1982: 127) and inspires the Vedic culture in
South India (Frawley 1991: 134, 285; Mitchener, 183-4) being one of the Sages, or Agatiyanar
(=sage Agastya) of the First Sangam =Academy or Assembly for promoting knowledge
(Hancock 2002: 248-9).
The 7 Sages are found also in some other IE traditions. The Greeks had their 7 sophoi or
sophistai 'wise men' (Herodotos 1,29; lsocrates 15, 235). These became actual historical figures
like Thales, the philosopher of Miletus, Chnon of Sparta, Solon of Athens and so on. 10 The Slavic
tradition has 7 judges attending the Sungod as he traverses the sky: they are thought by modem
scholars to represent the 7 planets, but as judges they watch and assess men's deeds (Simonov
1997: 14).1l
10. Plato's Protagoms 34M has a Iist, OOt other writers give different lists including Pythagoras or Crel:an
Epimenides and excluding others. The total comes to 17 of them, as Diogenes Laertius records, (I, 40-2.)
11. I ignore the Roman tradition with Its septem-viri epuJones (Dia Cassius 48, 32; et al): they were a
college of 7 priests conducting sacrificia1 banquet.s. But at an early period these were 3 in number and at
Iater periods they were as many as 10. 50 this sounds like an independent development.
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The Greeks had also the tradition of the 7 Argive Kings who perhaps in pre-lliad times
attacked Thebes and that of the 7 Sleeping men of Ephesos (Cox 1882: 98, 225). This
persistence on 7 wlse men or warriors indicates that the tradition is rooted back in the PIE
culture.The legend's presence in the PIE period confirms thus its great antiquity, in the Vedic
Tradition.

10. In the Mesopotamian mythology the Seven Seers appear as the 7 Craftsmen ummiänu or
Counsellors muntalkii or the divine sages apkalJu. According to the myth In Erra and lshum (MM
286) they were bom of King Skygod Anu and Earth. The god of freshwaters and wisdom, Ea
(Swnerian Enki), sent them among the people (in the form of purädu 'fish, carp?') to teaeh them
the arts and crafts. Each one was sent separately during the reign of an antediluvian king.
However, they angered Ea and he dispatehed them back to the underworld of freshwaters Apsu
for ever. We must note here that some texts mention the 7 Sebitti and "their sister Narundi", like
the 7 ~ and Arundhati (Oe Santillana 1977: 301, n 37). Note that just as Vedie lore has 7
demons (RVVITI 96,16), so the Mesopotamian texts have the 7 demonie forces, sometimes
described asgods (eg Erra and Ishum); these latter are eonnected with the 7 Pleiades (MM 327
"Sebitti", offspring of Anu and Earth).
The first one to embark on his eivilising mission was Adapa, Jmown also as Uan. This last
name appears later as "Oannes" in the BabyJonian History written in Greek by the Chaldean
scholar Berossos e 300 Be (Bottero 1992: 246ff). According to Berossos, Oannes was "an
extraordinary monster": its whole body was "that of a fish and under the head was a second one
and also feet simIlar to those of a man"; he taught them writing, science, law, geometry and the
buüding oftemples and eities. (For more details see Verbrugghe & Wlekersham 1999.) Quite a
different tale is told about 1000 years earlier e 1400 in the poem Adapa (MMl82-8). Adapa/Uan
was a priest of Ea in Eridu, traditiona1ly the earliest Mesopotamian eity and the fU'st one to
receive kingship from the gods. He was created "extra-wlse" atrahasis (also the name of the
survivor of the flood) by Ea "as a protecting spirit (?) among mankind" but not immortal (MM
185). He was a fisherman as weIl and one day, when out at sea, he broke the wing of the South
Wind and had to go to heaven to Anu, King of the gods. Ea advised hirn not to eat or drink
anything there because it would mean death. Adapa indeed refused the bread and water that
Anu offered but as they were the bread and water of eterna1life, Adapa lost the opportunity to
become immortal and was sent back to earth (and later presumably back to the underground
freshwaters Apsu). The fish-like men are quite evident in Assyrian iconography (Black & Green,
35; Hancock, 1995: 86).
Unlike the Vedie seers who rose to divinity and immortality and functioned in harmony with
gods, Adapa seerns to be at odds with the gods; even the god he serves, Ea, apparently tricks
him and makes hirn lose immortality. The extant text has nothing to show how Adapa was a
"protecting spirit" or how he civüized rnankind. Perhaps there were other stories, now lost to us,
and one of them reaehed Berossos. Here, in Berossos's narrative, it is interesting that Oannes
(=Uan-Adapa) comes out of the sea in a eombined flSh-man form and brings writing and the
other arts of civüisation. Tms for me has two significant aspeds: {al The Mesopotamians
obviously believed, in one of their traditions at least, that writing, geometry and so on carne from
abroad by a sea-route: this is one signiftcance of the fish-monster Oannes rising out of the sea.
(b) The ftsh-side of Oannes is probably connected with the fish that pulled and saved Manu's
boat'ark in the flood (see next §11). That Adapa-Uan is a fisherman is quite natural in the
eonditions of south Mesopotamia. But there is nothing in the extant poem to show how he was
"a protecting spirit" among men.
It is possible that the 7 Sages formed a native Mesopotamian theme. But the plain fad is
that apart from Adapa/Uan, we don't hear much about any of the others anywhere in the texts 
unless Atrahasis himself, appearing also as Utnapishtim, is one of them as wen. Ether there was
legendry that was lost or the Mesopotamians borrowed the theme from elsewhere but did not
develop it further. In any event, the rieh lore of the Vedie 7 Seers owes nothing to Mesopotamia.
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11. 7"lHl1egend. of the Flood is dosely linked with the 7 Sages and fonns a fourth test-case.
The Vedic legend of the deluge is first related in SBI 8, I, 1·10 (or Kär;va-text 11 7, 3, 1-8).
This version is very simple, saying how a small 6sh sought Manu's protedion, then warned him
of the impending flood augha and later actually pulled his boat to safety; afterwards Manu made
a sacrificial oblation from which arose lJä and through her he engendered the new generation of
men. The spot on the mountain where Manu 90t off is called "Manu's descent" manor
aVasarpaQam. The legend itself is not found in the RV but some related elements can be traced
there. One Atharvaveda hymn mentions "the spot where the boat glided down, on the peak of
the Himalayas" (AVXX 39, 8). In the RV several hymns call Manu "our father" (180, 16; 11 33,
13; etc) and regard him as the prototype of sacrificers: eg "like Manu we shaU establish the
sacrificlal fue" 144, 11; "as with priestly Manu's oblations" I 76, 5; also V 21, 1; etc. In X 63, 7
Manu with 7 priests is said to offer the very 6rst oblation. All these elements, except llä, are
drawn together (even the horn of the fish) in the MB Bk III 185, 1-54: this is still a simple, brief
narrative with the additional information that the fish-saviour was gOO Brahmä, that it pulled the
boat through the flood for many years, that Manu was saved together with the Seven Seers and
that he carrled on the boat "the seeds of all creatures" so that he could create the worlds anew.
flbe legend is found of course in the PurätJas also, the 6sh being Vi~u's first avatä'ra
'incamation in this world'.)
All this suggests a simple and very old legend which at some stage divided into Mo and
appeared with small variations: one version with l1ä in the SB, the other with the 7 Seers and the
seeds in the MB. There may weIl have been floods of varied magnitude in India and other places
with the melting of the ice after c 16000 which produced heavy rainfalI, swollen rlvers and rlse of
the sea-Ievel. But It is most improbable that these floods, however severe, caused the total
annihilation of mankind and other creatures as is said in the legend. Consequently we must take
it that the legend comes from a much earlier era or at least refers to a much earlier catadysm that
indeed destroyed mankind completely and a new start had to be made. While not denying the
fact that real floods may have occurred in the past, some wrlters stress a different aspect, namely
that the legend Is symbolic of the collapse of ancient cultures or civilizations and of their
regeneration (eg Ouspensky 1953: 56-7). Several others discuss different facets of Aood myths in
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12. When we turn to the Near East we find two very similar yet very different legends. One is the
story of Noah in the Judaic Old Testament (Genesis 6-8). The other is that of Atrahasls in the Old
Babyionian version of c1700 (MM 3ff) and that of Utnapishtim (oe Uta-naish-tim = Atrahasis) in
the epic Gilgamesh of about the same perlod (MN 109-114: Tablet XI, i-iv): the two
Mesopotamian stories are but foe some minor variants quite similar. The Vedic and the NE
legends differ in several respects. One important difference is that in the Vedic tale the deluge
comes in the natural order of things as one big cycie of world-history ends and another begins,
while in the NE ones the catacIysm is a means deliberately chosen by God(s} to punish
bothersome/iniquitous mankind.

13. Of the two Mesopotamian accounts the one in Gilgamesh is much the shorter. The flood
story is related by Utnapishtim himself to Gilgamesh ostensibly to expIain how he had been

12. G Hanoock discusses (2002) in detail the probability of floods inundating and submerging large
coastal areas in the Mediterranean, the Persian GuIf, the Gulf of Cambay (southwest Gujarat, northwest
of Mumbay) and the eastem part of Tamil Nadu, Japan and elsewhere, at c 13000, c 9000 and c 6000.

Inundations occurred earlier too, after the end of the Last Glacial Maximum c 15000, but these were
mild, as were aiso those that arose with the FJandrian transgression c 3500. During the devastating
deluges of c 13000, 9000 and 6000, cities and regions with an older clvi1ization of megalithic structures,
knowledge of agrIcu1ture, astronomy and even oceanic navigation, sunk under the abruptly rising sea
level. But wise men managed to save (some of) the ans and sciences and started afresh at other safe
locations with thelr pre5elVed store of knowledge. Hancock thinks the cu1ture that started at Mehrgarh c
7000 with a ready knowledge of agricu1ture, animal-domestlcation and building (but not ceramics) is
such a case - from an earlier Vedic civilization now sunk in the gulf of Cambay (2002: 169-197). D
Frawley sketched a similar idea in bis own study 2001: 30-1. Hancock provides an enonnous amount of
scientific detail in support of bis thesis utilizing the studies of many experts in oceanography,
palaeoclimatology, geology etc: eg Emilianl (2000)' Oppenhelmer (1998), Straus (et al 1996), Vitaliano
(1977), Wilson (et al 20(0) and many others, and the good services ofDr Glenn Mllne and his team at
Durham University's Dept of Geology where with a computer-programme they can caJculate sea·level
changes at different periods (2002: 22, 150, 263 etc). Indeed, in recent years ruins and artefacts have
been found on the seafloor in the Gulf of Cambay.
I agree with the generalldea both in Frawley and Hancock: It is llkely that many Aood legends in
different parts of the world arose from the inundations mentioned above and chiefly, of course, the last
one c 6000. But I suspect that the meagre material on Manu, the 7 ~ and the Aood in Vedic texts is
very much older than these two (and other) authors think. The SB and MB texts agree in that all
aeatures are destroyed except Manu (and the 7 Seers in MB). Such a universal destruction occurs not at
the end of one yuga but of a mahäyuga (or a manvantara or a kalpa) . Now tradition says that the
KaIiyuga begins at 3102. If we take the number of years given in Manusmrti I, 68ft (not the Puranic
hundreds of thousands) we have for Krtayuga 4800, for Tretii 3600 and Dvapara 2400, ie a total of
10800. This plus 3100 make 13900 for the end of the previous cycle and the beginning of the new. This
corresponds approximately to the first date computed by Hancock, ie c 13000. But the other !wo floods
were just as big and destructive at 9000 and 6000. All this does not seem very sellSlble. I suspect that the
years in Manu are divya 'divine' and therefore correspond with the Puranic yugas (Kali 432000, etc),
and that we are at present very much in the dawn of this Kal.iyuga. Seeing the atroclties committed by
the Nazis and othervidous regimes in the 20th century and the prevalent corruption which increases
year by year, we can't possibly think that the Kallyuga ended c1900 (3100-1200) and that we are now in
a new Kpayuga that will end c 2900 CE (4800·1900)! Obviously this issue needs more detailed
examination. Whatever be the case, my dlscussion of the Vedic-Mesopotamlan relations c 3000 and after
is not really affected.
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made immortal by the gods after his survival and how difficu1t it would be now to gain
immortality. The gods dedde to send the deluge to destroy criminals and sinners (this is revealed
at the end of the ta1e in Ea's words in Tablet iv) but Ea manages to pass a message to his servant
Utnapishtim advising him to build a large ark and deceive his fellow dtizens through double-talk
about impending gifts/calamities; in this ark, which should have harmonious proportions, he
should put "the seed of aliliving things". The construction of the boat and its dimensions are
given at length, then Utnapisthim loads silver and gold, an the seed of Uving things, his kith and
kin, cattle and wild beasts and "aß kinds of craftsmen" .
Here we must pause and note that the narrator is actually expandlng and eJaborating. The
initial "seed of a1l things" (in I) now becomes in addition (in ii) silver and gold, kindred, domestic
and wild animals and aß kinds of aaftsmen. Similarly the initial proportionate and harmonious
dimensions become (in ö) actual measurements, 110 poles aß round, 6 decks, various quantities
of pitch, etc. The narration seems to be trying to become a "reaJistic", entertaining and
convincing story fand perhaps history) - not aware that it would be impossible in those days to
construct a ship (with 6 decks!) that could contain aß those people and aJ/ those domesticated
and wild animals. 11 they bad the seeds 01 an things, animaJs would bave been unnecessary.
Then came the deluge: neither version (in Dalley's translation) mentions explicitly "rain" but
as we read of darkness descendlng, winds howllng, storms and torrents we must assume there
was heavy rain as wen as swollen rivers and seas, the cataclysm lasting 7 days and nlghts. We are
not told how the ark was navigated but it arrived at a mountaln top and three birds were released
In succession to ascertain whether the waters receded. Then Utnaplshtim came out and made a
sacriftce With "(essence of?) reeds, pine and myrtle" (MM 114). The gods smeJt the fragrance and
gathered there; they conferred immortality on him and his wife and sent them to dwell far off at
the mouth of the rlvers. Here ends the actual tale of the flood and we must suppose that the kith
and kin and the various craftsmen continued to live as before with the transported silver and gold
and animals. 1t is worth noting also that Enlil alone wants the flood, the other gods consent
(though some don't like It) and Ea goes actually if indlrectly against It.
Most of these details are found in Atrahasis too which is a much longer narrative with many
more elements and events. 1t begins at a time heiore man's appearance when the gods did all the
work and the lesser ones rebeJled agalnst the higher ones and malnly against EnIn. So the gods
decided to create mankind to ''bear the load of the gods" (MM 14-5). Men increased in number
and clamour and the troubled gods sent disease and drought to contain them. This was repeated
In 3 or 4 cycles of several centuries and every time Atrahasis, unaffected by a1l these centuries
and diseases and death, interceded to his god Enki on behalf of humanity. Eventuaßy (Tablet m
In the Old Babyionian Version: MM 29-35), we have the ta1e of the deJuge which does not seem
to differ substantially from the one In Gilgamesh. There may have been differences but as many
lines are damaged and unreadable while large gaps of 30 or 50 lines appear here and there, it is
dlfficult to know predsely. Berossos writes that Xisuthros (=Atrahasis), his wife, daughter and
pilot disappeared (went to heaven) but the others heard a voice from the sky telling them to go to
Babyion, then rescue the writings with the arts and sciences hidden in Sippar (=the Etemal Oty)
and disseminate them to the world.

Intsmal coaeIatIons and chronology.
14. The Judaic legend has many slmilarities with that of Mesopotamia, the most striking one
being the fact that they are stories of a unique event, never to recur. The Judaic story differs from
the Mesopotamian mainly in being narrated in a monotheistic tradition (Gen 6-8). God sees that
man is very wicked and the earth filled with violence and conuption, so He wishes to destroy It
through adeluge. But Noah is just and "wa1k[s] with God", so he Is advised to make an ark
3OOx5Ox3O cubits and 3 decks. Before the heavy rains come, Noah places Into the ark his own
wife, his three sons and their wives and one pair of every livlng creature - animals, birds and
serpents, clean and not clean. Here it is interesting to note that there Is mention of the "seed" as
weIl in the phrase ''to keep seed alive upon the face of aß the earth" (eh 7,3). Another difference
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is the emphasis given on the duration of the rains (40 days and nights) while the flood receded
after 150 days. Noah too sacrifices (clean beast and fowl in contrast with the herbs of Atrahasis)
and GOO smells the sweet fragrance and decldes not to destroy the earth and the Iiving creatures
on it again. It is most interesting that in the next chapter God prohibits the eatlng of all flesh
teUing Noah he mayeat only "green herbs" (Gen 9, 3-5).13
The Judaic story in Genesis may weU derive from one or other version of the Mesopotamian
legend. The Judaic tradition teIls us in definite terms that Abraham and his tribelclan left Ur of
the Chaldees and came into the land of Canaan (Genesis 11, 31 and 12,5-6). So the Hebrews
could have brought with them (some of) the lore from Ur which was in South Mesopotamia,
including the legend of the deluge, current perhaps OOfore 1700 or even 2000. Egyptian sources
refer to the Israelites c 1200 dweUlng in Palesöne (Dunstan 1998: 193). Chapters 3 to 6 of
Genesis and 9 and following, have no repetitions, at least no more than the succession of
generations requires in chapters 5, 10 and 11. But chapters 7 and 8 contain several repetitions,
even from ch 6, as regards the pairs of animals and the flood of waters: this repetition is
characterisöc of the Mesopotamian texts. Dalley thinks It possible, moreover, that an abbreviation
of (Utnapishtim=) (Uta-)naish(tim) might have been pronounced 'Noah' in Palestine (MM2).
Thus we can assume that the Judaic legend is a derivative. But it could also derlve directly from a
Vedic version. It has not the fish and the 7 Seers and does have the elaborate ark, the wives and
kinsmen and the anirnals , which are an Mesopotamian elements; it also has the waters above the
firmament and those under it (Gen I, 6-10), like the MesOPotamian two kinds of waters. But it
has monotheism too which is definitely not Mesopotamian, or NE at all. The Jews in Ur may
have had direct contact with visiting Indoaryans: their monotheIsm may derive (with
adjustments) from the One supreme Power, which is the creative Cause of All, recognised in the
Veda and expressed superbly in the Creation Hymn, RV X 129. lt may 00, as some scholars
OOlieve (eg Frawley 1991: 268), that NE and Hebrew Ei and Eiohim (plural) 'GOO(s)' derive from
or are cognates with Vedic Wi/ and Dä 'sacred foodlspeech' and 'offering' or 'creation' (see §
34). The Veda also knows of two kinds of waters, the celestial and the terrestrial. 50 the
evidence is mixed and ambivalent. Then, aeation proceedlng from the divine Word is common
both to the Veda and Genesis but unknown In Mesopotamlan texts. Perhaps the Judaic tradition
is an amalgam of elements from both cultures.
What of the Mesopotamian one? Scholars have now shown that Ziusidra (=5umerian for
Atrahasis) was a ruler of Shuruppak, as was his father Ubara-Tutu or Shuruppak (=the ancestor
of the citizens in that city-kindgom), in the early 3rd millennium. Gilgamesh hirnseIf and his

13. E A Wallis Budge thinks that the Judaic legend of the Aood is derlved from an Egyptian original
(1988: 40) and indeed gives a summary of the Theben recension of the Book 01 the Dead which
contains the legend. Thoth, or Djehuti, here being "the tongue of the Great God", says: "I am going to
blot out eveJYthing which I have made. This earth shall enter into (ie be absorbed in) the watety abyss of
NU (or NUNU) by means of a raging flood, and will become even as it was in prlmeval times I myself
shall remain with OSIRIS, but I shall transform myself into a small serpent which can neither be
apprehended nor seen" (ibid, 198). A "fIood" is mentioned brletly in Spell176 of the Book 01 the Dead.
It is possible that the Jews borrowed their legend from the Egyptians as Budge says, but the similarities
Me scanty. The Judaic account is much cioser to the Mesopotamian legend. But when Budge was
writing, c 1930 CE, the Mesopotamian literature was not fully known.
Another story deaiing with a kind of fIood is in no way simllar. It is in the Book 01 the Divine Cow
(c 1330) and descn'bes how Re wants to kill off all mankind because they plot against him. The goddess
Hathor begins, in the form of destrucl:ive Sakhmet, a ferocious lion-deity, to hunt people and siaughter
them. Re changes his mind, colours lots of beer red and floods with it the whole region. The goddess
sees all this "blood", drlnks it avidly, sets intoxicated and forgets the extermination of men (Hart 1995:
46-9; Rundle Qark 1993: 181·5). Obviously, there is nothing in all this remotely resembling the legend
we have examined so im.
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father, Kings of UNk, are assigned to the period 28(X).2500. This does not mean that a
catadysm actually took place c 29OQ..28QO or that its legend was first established at that period.
80th the event and the legend may in fact 00 of a much earlier era. On the other hand, the
legend as we have it in Atrahasis and Gilgamesh may be not much eadier than the texts, je c

1700.
15. What of the Indie legend? The Aood itself Is not mentioned in the RVand it is not absolutely
dear that the reference to the boat on the Himavant-peak in AVXX39, 8 is to Manu's boat. Our
earliest explieit reference is that of the SB. In our new ehronologies (Kazanas 1999, 2002;
Frawley 2001: 308) the composition of the RV must 00 p1aced at 3500 and before, though its
present arrangement is traditionally said to 00 e 3100. The early BrähmaQas, ie Satapatha and
Aitareya should 00 placed e 3200-2900. So the legend of the Aood in SB is attested e 3000. The
start or the core of the MB OOlongs to at least 3067 according to many astronomical references
contained therein (Kazanas 2(02). Are we entitled to assume that the Aood-tale in MB m185 is
as early as that? Most probably not as it stands but quite possibly yes in a less ornate version.
Here we mllSt open a parenthesis and examine an aspect of Indle literature that seerns most
paradoxical. Peoples with an early literature have, apart from religious texts, also tales of battles,
heroie deeds, animal adventures and the like. The Greek epics for exarnple eontain all these
types of tales. Some of the earlier Mesopotamian texts from the 3rd millennium are popular
songs of courtship (Jaeobsen 27ff). India should 00 no exception. The fad that the earliest extant
texts are religious does not mean that there were no tales about heroie kings and battles, faiIy
tales or animal fables in drculation at the time. On the contrary, (grand-)parents mllSt have told
stories to their (grand-) children from the very earliest times. I suspect that even heroie tales about
Indra or the Asvins and other gods drculated in a secular and perhaps irreverent garb at the time.
We must assume then that some of these popular tales found their way into the epie texts that
grew !arger and larger, though in the absence of evidence (and due to the chronologies
established under the distorting inßuence of the AIT), we are at present unable to traee this
process even approximately. Since the Aood legend is attested in the SB, a more popular and
slightly different version may have OOen in cireulation finding its way eventually into the epie MB.
The flood-legend seems to have OOen known in Saptasindhu at c3000 in two versions. In SB
we find the simpler, shorter version with the bare essentials of the tale; here the Seven Seers and
the seeds of creatures are missing and the new beginning is made through Ilä, the divine
embodiment of the essence of sacrifice. The version in the epie (as we have it) is more elaborate,
more literary (eg «he threw the fish candrätp su$arJr$aprabham which shone like moonbeams":
185, 11; ete) and therefore Iater; but is has the 7 Seers, who are obviously the 7 hotrs of Manu in
RVX 63, 7, and this detail makes the essential tale early. Two more substantial differences are
the indusion of all seeds of creatures bljäni sarväl)i and the identity of the fish as Brahmä in the
epie version (both absent frorn the other). The appearance of Brahmä is undoubtedly late but the
seeds are probably original just like the 7 Seers (see §17, end).

16. Now comes the critical question: was there interaction between the Vedic legend and the
Mesopotamian one, or borrowing, and which way did the influence Nn? .. It is quite possible
that the legend appeared independently in Saptasindhu and Mesopotamia. However, if there
was interaction or borrowing, then the inßuence ran from Saptasindhu to Mesopotamla. This
latter condusion is based on two considerations.
To begin with, the Aood, like the Seven Sages, is a PIE theme. 1t is well known in Greece
where the survivors are Deucalion and his wife Pyrrha, whose BOn Hellen subsequently became
the progenitor of all Hellenes (=Greeks): some traces are found In Hesiod (White 1935: 154-7),
more in Plato (Tunaios 22A; Laws 677A) and more in other authors (KerenyI1982: 226; GM
p38; Vitaliano 1977: 156·60). The Greeks may have borrowed it frorn the NE but the legend
appears also in Avestan, in the Scandinavian and Russian lore and In the Celtie tradition of
Ireland. So it is an inherited mythological motif. The Edda has a ßood early on: only the giant
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Bergebnir and his wife survived in their luör 'box-min' (1996: 11). All these traditions are later
than the Vedie and Mesopotamian attestations and add nothing further to our understanding but
do stress the JE pedigree of this mythologem. Since this legend is PIE It must 90 back to at least e
5000 and therefore eould not have been borrowed by the Indoaryans from the Mesopotamians.
It may be argued that the AIT is true, and that the Indoaryans lost this legend and borrowed
it from the NE e 1300-1200. This is utterly unlikely but, in any case, there is another aspect for
consideration. The Vedie tradition is not encaged in gross material forms and its deltles are not
such anthropomorphie (or zoomorphlc) figures as in other mythologies, like those of
Mesopotamia, Egypt or Greece. In the hymns and in later texts we find abstractions, qualities and
essences to a greater degree than concrete eharacteristics and actions. Thus there is creation with
gross materials as in the RVhymn to Viwakarman X 81 or the dismemberment of Puru~ in X 90
but also, and more often, with subtle forces like mäyä or asumtva through will, Inner vision and
meditation as In the näsadlya X 129, or in X 190, and in the upanlshadic formulas sa ailq;ata 'he
envisioned', so'kämayata 'he desired', sa tapo'tapyata 'he meditatedlbrooded or practised
austerity' in Brhädaraewaka Up I, 2, 5--6. Thus the Vedle mind, wen if only in fewand select
individuals, could conceive and accept that Manu and the Seven Seers took with them on the
boat the seeds of ereatures and that through tapas Manu would be able to create anew a11 the
creatures including devasand asuras (.MBIlI 185,49--52).
The Mesopotamlans, on the other hand, do not display a similar capacity for abstraction:
there Is nothing like maMd deWinäm asuratvam ekam 'single is the great god~power of the gOOs'
(RV m55 refrain) or the One that breathed wlthout air, of itself, prior to existenee and non
existence (X 129). The creation of men in Atrahasls requires gross materials like c1ay and blood,
specialist gods like Nintu (Jacobsenl08), who is the great goddess Ninhursag now in her aspect
of womb-goddess or dlvlne mldwife, and concrete actions as when "She pinched off fourteen
pleces (of c1ay)/... seven pieces on the rlght' seven on the left" and "She eovered her headl ... /
Put on her belt..." ete (MM 16-7), In the EnÜlna Elish Marduk creates the universe from parts of
Tlarnat, deification of Mother-chaos, again in very eoncrete terms (MM255-7),like the
dismemberment in the PuI"f.l$a Sakta. Consider also the Mesopotamian need for temples and
statues of gods, whereas the rigvedie people had none and were content to know their deines by
their attributes (and as expressions of the One) and made their offerlngs on any patch of ground
strewn with grass. The Tablet of Destinies (symbolie but solid) Is another exarnple of the
Mesopotamian concrete eoncepts. Thus the Mesopotamlan mind apparently eould not deal in
abstract entities like IIä (in the SB version) or the Seven Seers (in the epic) or a sacrifice that
creates a new generation of hurnans or the mere 'seeds' of creatures.

17. Qulte Important, if not crucial, is the element of the "seeds of creatures" . It is found in aIl the
Indle relevant versions except that of the SB. The question naturally arises: is thls a native motif
or has It been borrowed from the NE legends? Before dealing with It, let us see how the
Mesopotamians treat and develop this themeJn the extant legend Ea instructs his chosen one:
"Leave possessions, search out living things! Reject chattels and save Uves/ Put aboard the seed
of aIlliving things into the boat" (Gilgamesh IX, i: MM 110)14, The essential instruction here
seems to be "Put aboard the seeds of alIliving things" . But the poet seerns to have a difficulty
with this: how would Atrahasial Utnapishtim gather alI the seeds of creatures and subsequently
create anew the creatures end then promote eivilized life with just "seeds"?, .. So in the boat are
brought silver and gold, domesticatecl and wild anirnals, relatives and aIl kinds of craftsmen (MM
14 A s1ightly different translation of these two Unes reads: "Abandon possessions and look for lif~ Despise
worldly goods and save your soul." Epic oE Gilgamesh 1988, Penguin Classics, cited by Hancock 1995:
202. Yet another translation says: "Reject the corpse-Iike stench of wealth./ Choose to live Md choose
to love;l .../ Be moderate as you flee for survivaV in a boat that has no p1ace for richesJ Take the seed of
all you need ... " Yet here too the survivor puts aboard silver, gold and the rast, contmry to the clivine
instrudion (Jackson & Bigs 1993). There are other variant translations.
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111-2). Por the same reasons the boat is made quite big so as to be able to contain all these
creatures/5 The Mesopotamians have even Jess faith than the Hebrews. Noah is content to
gather into his ark pairs of aIlliving things and to start afresh with divine help. Atrahasis needs in
addition precious metals and various aaftsmen. Another telling detail is that while the two Vedic
texts speak of a flood or of ocean and billows, the Mesopotamian legend enlarges with darkness,
winds, storms and torrents. So the ta1e becomes more realistic, agaln in a conaete fashion.
The motif "seeds of crea.tures" in the MB version seems to be native. For instance, in RVV
53, 13 seer Ätreya prays to the Maruts for bliam..ak$itam 'seed imperishable' for progeny and
wea1th and long life. No doubt the Mesopotamians too knew of seeds but the point is that the
Vedic poets did not need to borrow this; they had 'indestructibJe seed' In their native tradition
and obviously could adapt this to the needs of Manu' s survival through the flood. If they had
borrowed this motif (assuming the Mesopotamians had 'irnperishable seed'), they would not
have ignored aIl the other interesting detai1s in the Mesopotamian material. On the contrary, they
would have elaborated even further the description of the decks and the various animals'
accommodation as \\/eil as the arts and skills oI the craftsmen or Seven Seers. In the Indian epic
generally the tendency for accretions and expansion is aIl too obvious. The extant epic version of
the F100d has some obvious accretions which are, however, natural developrnents or
elaborations of native elements. One such type is the description ofManu's asceticism: he is
standing on one foot with arms raised, with head bent and eyes unblinking for ten thousand
years (MB Ill1SS, 4-5). This is a recognizably late development of an earlier yogic element in the
Vedas and certainly not Mesopotamian. Other later elaborations - but always within the native
tradition - are various poetic touches, one of which was noted earlier, the fish shining like
moonbeams; another 000 is "the boat buffeted by hurricanes -like an excited, unsteady
woman"16. Yet another addition is the revelation that the fish is god Brahamä (the divine
embodirnent of the 'holy power' brtmman). That the fish pulled the boat for many years need not
be a hyperboie since the deluge could have lasted many years, but this too sounds Iike an
accretion. What \\/ere these "seeds of creatures" and how did Manu manage to preserve them in
his small boat? One can only specuJate that they were forms of knowledge held in
mind/consciousness that would be uttered into material existence by the power of the Word. This
too is a common theme in the Vedic texts.
All these elaborations are decidedly notborrowings from the Mesopotamian story. The
Indian bards developed and added elements of their own native tradition. They kept the plot of
the tale simple, except for the elaborations noted above. They accepted the efficacy of the great
spiritual powers of Manu and the 7 Seers who could by the potency of the Word in prayer stop
rivers, defeat enemy-annies, make the sun and fire to bum and create worlds anew. So they \\/ere
essentially concemed to bring Manu's boat safely through the catac1ysm and, later, to introduce
god Brahmä as the saviour in the fonn of the fish whUe Manu's miraculous spirttuality would
generate the new worlds.

15. In a private communication to me (4/11/02), A George, Prof of Assyriology in Unlversity College,
London, wrote: " 'Seed of aliliving creatures' in Gilg XI means a lMng represenmtive of each type of
animal, in my view. It was clearly not imperishable, for special arrangements bad to be made to preserve
it from destruction by the flood. I do not know of other evidence for Mimals. The "seed of kingship"
was, according to Cl common expression, etemal: this reflects a political ideology in which kingship was
established by the gods in the remote past as the proper method of human governance Md thus
expeaed to be a fact ofhuman life for ever."
16. J van Bultenen translates, perhaps more correctly(?) "like a <trunken whore" but this is not a vety apt
simile for the vehicle carrying the progenltor and the 7 Seers.
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Fntcondusion
18. These four test-cases show that the Vedic people did not borrow from the Mesopotamlans.
Borrowers were the latter, if there was borrowing. We can envisage, for example,some
Indoaryans transmitting to the Sumerians a (confused?) version of the Aood-Iegend c 2800
2600. Or perhaps the Sumerians understood it imperfectly and dIsseminated it among
themselves in a confused manner. The Vedic legend was dlversified Into !wo. One was that of the
Seven Sages who, comblnlng the fish's role of protector and saviour and the Seers' supernatural
powers to re-create and re-civilize, became the Mesopotamian Seven CraftsmenlCounsellors in
the strange garb of the flSh. The other was that of the ßoOO and the survivor with his (seeds of)
living things. It is quite possible that the Mesopotamians had indigenous forms of these myths
and grafted onto them the Vedic material elaborating them further, because, as I indicated
above, they could not comprehend fully how a Sage could revitalize and regenerate all the
creatures of the world only with "seeds". Let us now proceed with more paralle!s.
0thfIr myIhoJoglcaI affinItIBtI.

19. Interesting is the number 432000. This of course is the number of years in the Kaliyuga in
the Puranic reckoning. Oe Santillana and von Oechend pointed out long ago that "Berossos
marle the Babyionian Great Year to last 432000 years" whUe "U is also the number of syllables in
the Rigveda' (p 162; see also Kak 2000, eh 5 and MeEvi1ley, eh 3). Here again the
Mesopotamian culture would seem to be indebtecl to the earlier Vedic tradition. Eut here it could
be argued that the Indic material is of c 500 CE while Berossos is of the 3rd oent BC. However,
whUe the PuräQas as we have them are late, they may (and in several cases do) contain very old
material.
20. We need note also the theme of humans springing out of the soU. In the text Creation of the
Hoe gOO Enlil fashions the first hoe and with that breaks the hard crust of the earth out of whieh
emerge the fust humans like plants (Jacobsen, p 103). Thls is reminiscent of AVhymn In 17, 3
where the plough JäiJglaJa digs up a cow, a sheep, a chanot-frame (or a horse) and a lusty, fat
girl; It reminds faintly also of Sitä both in RVN 57, 6 and in the Rämäya('la Bäla-KäQQa where
she emerges from the furrow.
21. The SWlgod.'s boet. In Mesopotama Samas/Utu traverses the sky in a boat and is depicted
doing so in extant seals (Black & Green 44-5), Iike the Egyptian sungOO Re where the
mythologem is much more complex. Many other gods have boats and at their festivals their
statue (or image) is placed. on a boat and paraded thus. In a country with two large rivers (as also
in Egypt with the Nile) this seems very natural. Even Ninurta the Sumerian wargod par
excellance (and god of fertility) traveis in aboat.
Travelling by boat is not at al1 common on the part of gods in Vedic texts. But we cannot
ignore RVVII 88, 34 where sage Vasi$tha sails with VaruQa in the god's boat into the middle of
the (sky-?) ocean. VaruQa is no sungOO but he is c10sely associated with him: in RVI SO, 6
sungod Sürya is identified with VaruQa; in VII 87, 5 VaruQa has fashloned and placed the sun in
the sky (also V 85, 2); he holds the sun there or draws it along (V 62, 2 and 66, 7; VII 87, 1 and
88, 1). It is only one small step away to have the gOO of ocean-and-waters VaruQa (who actually
has a boat and who guides the Sun in heaven) carry the latter across the sky on a boat.
Something like this (hut wlthout VaruQa) happens in the AVhymn XVIII, where the sun (äditya
in st 25 and siirya in st 26) is said to be on a boat of a hundred oars. However, already in RVVI,
58, 3, Pü~n, the glowing aspect of the SungOO (äghroI), the guardian of paths, who often travels
on a goat-drawn car, moves in the aerial ocean with his f1eet of golden ships. The motif of the
Sungod travelling in a boat is thus well-established in the Veda.
The mOOf appears in Greece also. Usually the Greek sungOO Apollo (or Phoibos = V bhaga)
travels in the sky on a horse-drawn carriage and so does He1ios (= V SÜJya) as in the hymns to
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these two gOOs (White 1935: 340-1, 458-9) - and as Vedic Sürya and Savltr do. However in a
fragment of early Mlmnermus (also in late Stesichorus), Helios passes along the ocean (In the
night, and before sunrise) from west to east in a golden winged vessel fashioned by Hephaistos
(Onians 1988: 251, n 11). This motif may have come to Greece from the NE (Egypt rather than
Me$opotamia). But It could just as feasibly be IE, retained in some parts of Greece but forgotten
in the regions of Horner (eastem Aegean) and Hesiod (Boeotia). If it had come from the NE, we
would expect to meet it in Homer since his epics contaln much NE material (Kazanas 2001b;
Burkert 1992). That It is not known in other IE branches (e.g. Celtic and Germanie) is not
surprising since they did not retaln a definite Sungod as found in the Greek and Vedic traditions,
which, especially the latter, preserve many more IE elements. So this motif of a sun-boot, quite
accordant with that of celestial waters, may weil have been PIE.
22. In the RVthe sun is often described as a bull (eg Iß 61, 7; VII 88,1; etc); so is Agni (1140, 2;
11 35, 13; etc); so is of course Indra, the mighty gOO of thunder-and-lightning (132, 7; VII 20, 5;
etc). In Mesopotamia the bull is associated with and is the emblem of Adad (Sumerian ßkur),
the storm-gOO who also has the lightning (Black & Green, 46-7; MM316); the clouds are
described as "bull-calves". Sometimes the animal is associated wlth the moon-god NannalSuen
(Black & Green 47). In the RValso the moon-god Soma is often mentioned as a bull (IX 2,6;
etc, etc). In RVIX (5, 1-2; 27,34; 70, 5-7; etc) Soma is repeatedly described as a mighty and
unconquered bull in heaven reminding us of the Bull-of-Heaven whom goddess Ishtar brought
down to punlsh Gilgamesh for offending her but whom Gilgamesh and Enkidu kiI1ed (MM SO-2:
tablet VI, iii-iv). In SBI 1,4, 14 Manu has a miracu10us buB whose snorting kiUs demons and foes
and this gets sacrificed. It is worth noting here that the Bull "appears as one of the incarnations of
Verethraghna", the Avestan equivalent of Indra (MacdoneIl1898: ISO). In Greek mythology
Zeus, in the form of a bull, carries off Europa while Dionysos also is described as a "bull-god"
(Kerenyi 109); Talos, the Sun, is also called Taums 'the bull' (GM, 92, 7.) (However, the Greek
bull may not be IE, or not wholly so, since the cu1t of the bull was common in Crete before the
advent of the Mycenaeans.) With the Celts of Gaul too in pre-Roman times the bull has great
importance (Larousse 240) represented as a divine anirnal in monumental iconography; A and B
Rees, in speaking of the "great bull" in Ulster (Ireland), dte G Dumezil to the effect that the
anirnal "symbolizes the warrior function both in Rome and in Indla" (1995: 124). So the bull·
figure as a god is PIE and certainly does not derive from Mesopotamla. Harappan seals often
depict a vigorous bull (and sometimes buI1-man).
23. If there is a mighty bull there is bound to be a Cow-of-p1enty also. In the Vedlc texts Mti
herself, mother of the Ädityas, is spoken of as a cow (RVI 153, 3; etc; VS XIII 43). In another
form, Pr§ni, the spotted cow, is the mother of the Maruts. But we meet also the cosmk: cow in RV
I SO, 3, DI 55, 1 etc; also as cow Audhumla nourishing universal man Ymir in the Scandinavian
Edda (1996: 10) - and thus having a PIE identity. The cow as Cow-of-Plenty appears in Iranian,
Irish and Norse legends (Koppers 1936: 320-7) as well as Vedic. The dhenul) kämadughii 'Cow
of-Plenty' is found in AVIV 34,8, granting all desires in heaven.
In the Mesopotamian pantheon Ninhursag{a), the supreme lady and mistress of the gods
(Be/eMU) has the cow as her symbol (MM326), as does InannalIshtar (Black & Green 53); the
latter is goddess of love and war, daughter of the moon-god (and appearing as the moming- and
evening-star: see also Kak 1996). In a different tradition Ishtar is sald to be daughter of An, the
Skygod (MM326). Jacobsen writes: "... a tradition ... saw the power in the sky as both male and
female and distingulshed the god An (Akkadian Anum) from the goddess An (Akkadian Anturn)
to whom he was married. According to that view the rains ftowed from the sky goddess' breasts,
or (since she was usually envisaged in cow shape) her udder - that is, from the clouds" (p 95).
In Jacobsen's passage there are interesting and revealing details. Skygod AnlAnu is like the
Vedic Dyaus (div/dyu/dyo) both mascullne and feminine. Just as Anu has progeny with Antu (hut
also others, including his daughter Ishtar, who bore Shara 'hero of Anu'), Dyaus is invariably
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eoupled with Mother-earth PJthivi. Then the rains flowing from the skygoddess's breasts or
udders ("envisaged in cow shape") is an image of very common incidence in the Vedic texts: in
RVI92, a hymn to the Dawn, we find the cow and breast and udder in stanza 4; in I, 164, 26
and after we find cow, calf, milk, heavenly stream, raln-cloud ete; cf also I, 64, 5-6 and X, 100,
11, etc, and VS n, 16.

24. Just as significant is the theme of creating the worlds out of the dismembelment of a divIne
being. The Puru$Cl sükta (RVX 90) deals at length with this theme. It seerns to divide into two
parts: the first part (stanzas 1-5) resembles the Näsadiya hymn X 129 in that an unknown Being
is said to manifest with its one fourth as the cosmos and be immanent in it, yet, at the same time
with its other three parts, the Being remains beyond or transcends the cosmos. Then, part two
(stanzas 6-16) descnbes the sacrificial disrnemberment of manifest (anthropomozphic) ~
(born of Viräl) who was born of the first PufU$a (st 5) and the creation of different worlds and
creatures from his members.
In the Enünla Elish Marduk fights, defeats and kills Tiamat, the mother of the older
generation of gods, a kind of Vedic Aditi. Here she has a gigantic, monstrous fonn with four eyes,
ahorn and a taU but she is not necessarily a dragon-serpent, as some have c1aimed (for details
see HeideI1969: 83-8). She has spawned serpents and during the fight as weIl as during the final
deadly blows of Marduk and her dismemberment, she reminds one of a repulsive demonness:
Marduk sliced her in two making the sky and earth; with her liver he made the zenith and from
her eyes the rivers Tigris and Euphrates and so on (MM 255-7). This epic is a glorification of
Marduk who slays a demonie monster then creates the world and its hub, the eountry between
and along the two rivers, and thus beeomes the new King of the gods. However, beneath this
version lurks a different stoty where Tlamat was a primal Mothergoddess, consort of Apsu: she
gave birth to the good gods (those that now fought against her), cared for her offspring and
probably willingly offered herself originally to the cosmie sacrifice that generated the worlds
(Heidel, ibid; Jaeobsen, 187). So I think here too the Mesopotamians may have borrowed from
the Vedie tradition.
The Indoaryans would not have borrowed because the divine dismemberment must go back
to the PIE era, since the Scandinavians preseIVed the similar myth of the dismemberment of the
first giant-being Ymir (=V Yama) by which the gods made the world (Edda IOff; Kazanas 2001a:
280). In Greek mythology Hesiod gives the castration of Ouranos from whose blood and organs
spring up different divine beings (Theogony 176ff; White 1935): this seems to be an amalgam of
the JE myth (Vedle Puru~, like Scandinavian Ymir, and perhaps Indra haeking up Vrtra to
release the waters and bring out the sun in RV I 32) and of various NE versions like Kumarbi
castrating Anu. The JE theme is very old. So in this case, again, the Mesopotamian presentation
is vety crude but, as was said,contains hints of an earlier finer version, which has subtler affiinties
with the Vedic culture.
25. Significant is also the motif of the todoise or turtle. Jacobsen surnmarizes (p 132) the extant
portion of a Sumerian myth in which Ninurta, wargod son of Ellil but also god of fertility, desired
to galn control over the much larger area of the Apsu and after an adventure with the
thunderbird Imdugud generated an enonnous flood-wave against Enki, the god of fresh-waters
and wisdom, and his temple. Enki created a turtle and placed it at the entrance of the Apsu.
When Ninurta appeared the turtle quickly dug a pit and pushed the wargod into itl This is, of
course, quite an extraordinaty tale. Turtles undoubtedly existed in South Mesopotamla and it is
not suzprising that this animal should play some role in a cosmic myth where ambition and
violence (Ninurta) turns agalnst wisdom (Enki). What is extraordinaty is that this proverbially
slow-moving animal should dig a pit "quickiy" and push a god In. I can only suppose that the
myth was originally different and the turtie functioned more as a guardian stemming perhaps the
flood and thus saving the temple (and the world?).
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The tortoise is not a very a common motif in world mythology (apart from a Siberian tale,
S Thompson, 1989, has very few entries under 'tortoise'), but, as one would expect, it has its
place in the Vedie tradition. 1..ong before the Künna PuräQawith VlfJ)u's second avatära in
tortoise-form, the name of one of the 7 Seers 'KMyapa' means also 'tortoise' (=kürma,
hacchapa). In the AVRasyapa is often identified with Prajäpati (eg XIX 53, 10) while in SB VII 4,
3, 5 Prajäpati beeomes a tortoise and then in VII 5, 1, 1 produces all creatures. In the (White)
Yajurveda the tortoise is said to enter into the altar and be elevated as "master of waters" (VS
XIII 31). S Kak mentions the kürma-shaped altar showing its sb:ucture (2000: 13, 15-7).17 In the
Jaiminlya Brähmat;la again the akilpära 'limitless' tortoise finds the earth, a firm resting-place, in
the ocean (JB III 203,273) and so foreshadows Vi~u's incamation. Thus, whUe I would not at
all preclude an indigenous Mesopotamian legend involving a turtle, I would at the same time
maintain a strong suspicion that some influence came from $aptasindhu. Note too that the turtle
was the emblem of Enki/Ea (Black & Green 1995: 179), who was god of wisdom and creativity
like Prajäpati.

26. The l8dudlvt female. 'Rasyapa' is the name for tortoise and that of one of the 7 Seers. This
particular Seer had a son named ijsyaspiga, "he who was born of a doe", and the latter's tale of
seduction by a whore (MB III 110-3) is thought by some (Panaino 2002: 309 and Bibliography)
to derive from the story of Enkidu who is also seduced by a whore in Gügamesh (MM 52-61:
Tablets I-n). Personally, I find no affmities between the two other than the seduction itseH which,
however, is a common motif the world over.
The Mesopotamian and the Indle legends may be connected but I find no affinities other
than the seductive whore. They seem to me to be quäte independent and Indigenous. After all, in
the RVwe may not have a seductive whore, but we do find the attempt of Yami to seduce her
brother Yama (X 10) and the successful seduction of Agastya by his wife, Lopämudrä (I, 179).
Then, the two protagonists are quite different in age and eharacter and so are the motives and
objectives. Finally, Enkidu's life ended tragically after he had lost his innocence yet gained
nothing substantial, while Bsyasroga's adventure resulted in maturity and happiness with the
intervention of higher wisdotn in the form of Rasyapa hirnself. The name itself occurs in a list of
teachers in Jaimlniya Upani$ad Briihr'naQa III 40, 1 and in VaIpda BrähmaQa (V I I 118) where
he has the patronymie Kä$yapa.

27. We should not neglect the theme of heB or underworld, although I do not find here suffident
simUarity. H Oldenbers, A Keith and E Arbman pointed out the similarity between the Greek
Hades and the Vedie underworld (Bodewitz 1999: 107-8). Greek Hades is a concept very simUar
to the Mesopoiamian hell or underworld (Kumugi = land of no return) where all mortals go.
Here also mortals never go to heaven, not even to an Elysian region for heroes, but only to the
underground region of no return: eg Enkidu's death in Gilgamesh (MM89 and 123). The RV
mentions a pit/abyss of no return for sinners and sorcerers (VII 104, 3 and 17). This is more
eotnmon in the AV hymns. It is curious that in Mesopotamian texts a paradise for humans is not
mentioned nor the posslbility of attaining godhood (as in the RV), while heaven is reserved only
forgods.

28. Connected with the world "Beyond" (underworld or heaven) is the motlf cf eatlng (cr
abstaining from) c:erIaln focxl-stuffs there whlch will bind the eater to the Underworld or make

17. Kak' s cognation of katlyapa with Greek kassiopeia (a QUeen and mother of Andromeda in Greek
mythology who after boasting of her beauty was made into the well-known constellation), is implausible
both for semantic and phonological reasons. Kasyapa does not have this astronomical connection and
the Kassiopeia constellation does not remote1y look like a tortoise. Vedic ., usua\ly appems as Greek k or
p as in V ilSmaß Gk akmön 'stone' , Mva ikko/hippo 'horse', dada deka 'fen' etc.
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hirn immortal in Heaven. We noted this motif earlier in the Mesopotamian legend of Adapa, one
of the 7 Sages, when he went before Anu in heaven but, on the earlier advice of his patron-god
Ea, refused to take the bread and water (of immortality) offered to him (§10). In the Greek myth
of the abduction of Persephone by Hades, god of the Underworld, she eats pomegranate seeds
and when her mOther Demeter finally reclaims her, Persephone can remain with her only for sb\:
months and then must return to Hades (Kerenyi, p 239-40). A similar motif is found in the
Japanese myth of Izanagi, a kind of creative-god and father of creatures, who seeks his beloved
Izanami (his sister/wife and mother of gods and istands) in the Underworld but she cannot leave
that realm because she has eaten its food (Larousse, p 407).
This theme is also found in the Vedic tradition, in the Naciketas legend. I shall omit here the
later versions in the Brahmav~a and Varaha PuräQas and in the 'Anusasana' Bk XIII of the epic
MB: a1l these are highly elaborated upäkhyänas, 'tales'. A simple if elliptic version is in the KU (I,
1-9) which becomes a phUosophical treatise explaining the fire.ritual of Naciketas as a means of
practical knowledge and discipline leading to union with the Supreme Self and immortality. The
kemel of the story is found in Taittinya Br m11, 8 and in RVX 135 (where, however the child in
Yama's abode is not named). In the Upani~, Naciketas himself chooses to go to Yama's abode
and remains without food and water for 3 nights. In the BrähmaQa, however, he must go to
Yama at the express instruction of a divine voice - and not eat anything there For three nights.
This may be a coincidence with the Mesopotamian story where Ea instructs Adapa (MM 186) or,
as I think, the latter is an adaptation of the Vedic motif. In both the mortal figure retums to man's
world, but while the Vedic legend stresses positive values (self-abnegation, faith, acquisition of
true knowledge) the Mesopotamian one suggests trickery on the part of Ea tor Anu?) , and the
powerlessness and ultimate failure of even a supposed sage like Adapa.
MagicaI and ritual pmctiaIs.
By this are meant simply omens, divination and various apotropaic and catharctic practices
involving Incantation and other forrns of ritual.

29. Divination. Dalley suggested that the art of bird-augury, as attested in a Greek inscription of
the 6th century, derived from Mesopotamia (1998:100). I pointed out that the Greek and
Mesopotamian texts she compared are In fad quite different and that she is probably wrong since
thls kind of divination was practised quite early on in the Vedic culture and west of Greece
among the Celts (Kazanas 2001b: sect I and IV). lndeed bird-augury is attested in RVhymns II 42
and 43 taking the Kapinjala, a kind of heather-cock, as birds of good or bad omen, depending
on the direction from which they call: if the call is from the right or $Outh of the house, then it is
auspicious. Dalley dtes the omen: "lf many eagles keep flying over a city, the city will be
besieged." (The Greek omen is: "If [a particular bird1flying from right to left disappears from
view, [the omen] is favourable ...").
In the Vedic texts many phenomena serve as omens, particularly in the BrähmaQas: the
movement of cows; the clarity or otherwise of the sacriflcial flI'e; a dream of making a neckband
or garland; meteors and lightning, and so on (Kazanas, ibid). However, hepatoscopy, that is the
inspection of liver and entrails, is not evidenced even in late texts, whereas it was common
practice in Mesopotamia (Jacobsen, 84; Oppenheim 207 ff; Burkert46-51).
30. Demons. ghosts elc. In Mesopotamia there are €ViI spirits and ghosts that cannot find rest in
the Netherworld (Jacobsen 12-3; Oppenheim 109-203; Burkert 65-6), take possession of men
and cause bodUy or mental iIlness. There are also monsters, dragons and serpents like Humbaba,
the guardian of the forest in Gilgamesh {1I4M21: Tablet V, i} or the monstrous offspring ofTIamat
in the Enüma Elish (MM237: Tablet I). The AV hymns are full of demonie creatures like Takman
"gOO of yellow hue ... $On of VaruQa" (I 25, 2-3) or rak$Bsas and piSacas that assume animal,
insect or deformed human shapes (VI 37, 11; vn 6, 13; etc; cf also RVI 133, 5, vn 104, 10, etc);
for such creatures pestering houses or causing mental disorders see AVIV 36, 8; IV 37 ll; V 29,
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5-9; etc. We must not forget also Vrtra, the dreadful dragon/demon whom Indra kills and releases
the waters.
In Mesopotamia these demonic figures are often said to effect their torments by enveloping
humans with a net or by binding them with fetters and there are texts praying for release (Onians
1988: 364, 372, with references). Similar concepts are found in India too. Very common is
Varuna's päsa 'noose, fetter' which binds threefold and even sevenfold the sinner in the RV (I,
24, 15; VI, 74, 4; VII, 75, 3; etc). Varul}a and other gods are frequently implored to forgive the
transgression and remove the noose{s), as in I, 24, N, 12, 4, etc. Indra too has a net with which
he vanquishes foes (AVVIII 8, 5-8). (In later texts we find also Yama carrying a noose like a
hunter, as in the story of Sävitri, MB III 281, 8). In these texts we find also that the noose is
woven by the gods (AVVIII, 8,4) or by Fate (RämäYaQa VII, 37, 9). In the SBXIII 6,2,20 a
rope-maker is consecrated to Fate; here we should note also the term gulJa as 'thread, rope,
quality, attribute, type', suggesting that "attributes" are "threads" woven into a pattern of "type"
or of life.
These concepts - noose, Fate and release - are weil attested in other IE traditions. In the
earliest Greek texts we find the gods bin ding individuals or embattled groups with a rope or
noose (Iliad 13,347-60; Odyssey 22, 268ff; etc) while the lot of a man's life is "woven" by Fate,
as in Plato's farnous myth of the three Fates, Clotho, Ladlesis and Atropos (RepubJic 616Cff);
people pray, of coutSe, to gods for release (Iliad 23, 262ff; Odyssey 5, 394ff). Similar ideas are
found among the Iranians, Germans and Celts (Onians 1988: 353-7, 363, 381). Since the
broader idea of Fates or god$ "weaving" a man's life-pattern is absent in the Near East, it would
hardly be possible that these beUefs and cultic practices were borrowed by al1 these different IE
peoples.

31. Protection. Many and various means for protection against these demonic forces (and for
purification) were used by the Mesopotamians: speils, votive offerings,amulets of al1 kinds,even
effigies, today's "voodoodoll" (Burkert, 60-1, 65-7, 82, 87, 110). It should not come as a surprise
that al1 such means, with some variants here and there, are arnply presented in the Veda. The
AthaIVaveda (and much of the Sütra literature) abounds in various protective, expulsive,
offensive and retaliatory means: speils (V, 31,1; etc; also, the verses from RVI 23, 22 and X, 97
- "0 Waters, carry off whatever sin is in me... " etc - are another such incantation); amulets of al1
kinds (I, 16, 3; etc, etc); use of plants (N, 7; VIII, 7, 3; etc) and ointments of al1 kinds which are
sometimes genuine medicinal remedies (IV, 9, 8; etc); canying round of frre (VIII, 64, 1); and of
course water for all occasions. Another feature in these practices is the making of effigies (out of
wax and other substances) which are melted, buried or pierced through. These are made by
women also and one description is in AVX, 1, 1-3, which also has incantations for protection;
most of them can be and are placed in wells or cemeteries (V, 31, 8). More details are found in
the Sütra texts (Keith, p 389).
Oppenheim mentions foundation deposits (p 26) while J Black and A Green refer to them
together with building rites (p 46) and Burkert distinguishes (pp 53-5) between two types of these
during the construction or consecration of a house, temple or other building, both in the Near
East and Greece: one type consists of predous metals and/or stones, guardian figures and tablets
with inscriptions; the other consists of animal sacriftce and libations. The first type, essential1y an
extension of the second, is unknown in the Vedic tradition, which, as was said earlier (§16), did
not at that early period show much concem with material objects. However, a beautiful Hymn
(AV III, 12) describes the consecration of a house invoking gods Savitr, Väyu, Indra, Brhaspati,
the Maruts, and Bhaga 'Bestower of fortune'. Offerings are made of milk, corn, jars of purified
butter and curdled milk, honey and water. In later texts, the Sütra-literature, a black cow or a
white goat may be offered and in this Keith finds a similarity to "the black cock killed at the
foundation of a new house in Greece" (p 363). So here we have another affinity.
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32. Purification. Burkert mentions that branches of special trees are used in purification as
evidenced in an Akkadian poem: "a remarkable young [man] holding in his hand a tamarisk rod
of puriflcation ... the water he was canying he threw over me, pronounced the life-giving
incantation and rubbed [my body]" (p 60-1, square breckets original). Of course in the Veda we
find the use ofthe plantApämäzga 'which-drives-away' (AVIV, 7; ete) as weil as oE otherplants
(AVvm 7, 3 ff; etc); they are used against diseases, evil dreams and any other form of real or
supposed pollution.
"Anything leit over from the purificatlon must be carefully disposed of' writes Burkert (p 62).
We find the same practice in the Vedic tradition: all remnants of the rite must be bumt complete!y
and whatever is leh must be buried secretly (5B In 8, 5, 9ff); then all set washed and the last
traces of uncleanness flowaway with the running water.
More details and examples are found in Kazanas 2001b.lndeed many more could be cited,
but enough has been given here to show that there are many Vedic parallels in this sphere also.
We tum now to another area of possible influence.

33. 1he Odgin 01KIngshlp has its own cornmon mythology in the two traditions.
Jacobsen delineates the emergence of the king as an important "savior-figure ... exalted
above men" (p 79). In many tales the human ruler challenges even the authority of the gods - as
when Gilgamesh disregards Enlil and kills the god's giant forester Humbaba (MM 63, 73-4); or
rejects Inanna/Ishtar's advances insulting her (MM 77-9). Then comes a development whereby
AnlAnu is supreme (p 95), but holds his distance and does not intervene much. The other gods
hold appointments under his authority: eg Enki has the duty to keep the river-mouths dear,
enrich the sap in plants, make dense the clouds and so on, while Ellil has charge of an the winds
(p 85). Then ultimate power is seen to rest in "the Assembly of the Gods" and this becomes the
uhighest authority in the Mesopotamian universe" (p 86). Jacobsen stopped at this point, but it Is
obvious that there is a further development in The Epic 01 Creation where Marduk becomes king
of the gods, supreme ruler, after he defeats TIamat and her army of gods and monsters. Heide!
points out that the epic is "not only a religious treatise but also a political one" (1969: 11)
because in exalting Marduk as creator and ordainer of the universe and SO on, the poem praises
Babyion (and her king) stresslng her supremacy over other cities (ibid). So here, as in earlier
times, the King on earth is a reflection oE the King in heaven. Oppenheim stresses <lthe divinity of
kings" whose name was often written with the determinative DINGIR 'god' (1977: 98).
In RVX 173 the king is elected (or re-elected, in other cases) by the people viSas but is
established steadfast in sovereignty riiWa by steadfast Indra (then by Soma and other gods,
induding king VaruQa). Two hyrnns in the AV, 4 and 5, are even more explicit in that the
people, the 5 tribes including princes, chariot-makers and metal-workers, elect the king, who has
the blessing of the gods, Agnl, Asvins and so on. The origin of kinship is in AB I, 14: the gods
were losing the war against the demons so they e!ected Soma as their king and thus conquered
all quarters. In TB I, 5 the tale is repeated but here the assembly of the gods make a sacrifice to
Prajapati, the suprerne creator-god (llke Anu), and he sends his son Indra, endowed with
brilliance and royalty to lead and rule them.
I find no evidence that the democratic principle of electing the king was ever practised in
Mesopotamia as It was in Saptasindhu. Here we must bear in mind that in those ancient tlmes
the chariot- and metal-workers were not necessarily uneducated and unintelligent people: even
late Lawbooks allow the vaiSya dass of producers, artisans and traders to study the Vedas (hut
not teach), SO they may have been of high quality and with goOO, broad knowledge. Otherwise
all elements are very similar in the two cultures. Here, we may have independent development
but the (overplayed) Assembly of the Gods in Mesopotamian texts may
be an elaboration of
the (underplayed) occasional gods' assemblies in the Vedlc texts.
Also, the Epic 01 Creation may derive from the TB tale. For just as Prajapati sends his son
Indre to lead the gods against the demons so Anshar (another creator skygod) sends his grandson
Marduk against lla.lTlat and confers on him all power (MM242-4). This epic may be late (1st
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millennium) or from· c 2000 (MM 228-9) or from the 16th century from the reign of the Kassite
king Agum-Kakrine (MM229) when, much literary activity took place (see §43, below). Be that
as it may, the Vedic material is much older.
Here I stop. No doubt further researches will produce more paralleIs in this fteld but now we
must turn to a different area.

Language, WI1tIna /tfathcnatlcs, AItnmo.my anti Peeoocks.
34. Starting with lexical similarities we should note the possible connection of Sanskrit (=S
hereafter) mJeccha and the Mesopotamian (=Mp hereafter) meJuhhdmeJukha. To this we could
add another cognation given by Sethna - S karpäsa (> Präkrit kapäsa) and Mp kapazum 'cotton' .
These sound quite valid. As cotton was cultivated in the ISC but not in Mesopotamia until much
later (see n 22), we must take it that the Mp Kapazum is a loan from S karpäsa. For this loan
there is the indubilable archaeological evidence.
There may be more, as yet unknown or unverified. Frawley for lnstance thought (1991) that
l/ii is cognate with Ela-m, the name of the region east of Sumer and that iW'i/ 'libation, (sacred)
speech' and goddess l/ä are linked with "the most important Mesopotamian name for the
Divine... 'll' " and also Hebrew EI or ElohJm 'God the Father' (polming out that ElohJm is a
plural neuter, which indicates that originally it was a plurality of gods); he also connected god
Ashurof the Assyrians and Egyptian Asar (=Osiris) with S asura (=Avestan Ahura) and both
Yas 'be, live' and Yäs 'sil, exist, abide' (pp 268-84). Some of these ideas he repeats in his 2001
study (pp 27-9). One could add some more hypothetical cognations (See also Frayne 1993;
Whitmker 1998)18 : S muh-yati 'be unconscious, deluded' and Egyptian mhy 'be negtigent'; S ap
'water' (loc pi apsu 'in waters') and Mp ablabsü 'fresh-waters'; S dhäman 'abode' (cf Greek ana
thema 'offering') and Mp temen 'foundation' (?Greek temeno$ '(sanctifted) site'); S cakra (cf
Greek JrukJos) 'wheel' and Mp gigir 'wagon'; S sapre Mp sebit-/ti/tu 'seven'; one might also
suggest tentatively S mäyä and Mp me 'creative power/knowledge'; and so on.
However, al1 such cognations seem fortuitous and arbitrary. Only If one knew
SumerianlAkkadian (or whatever relevant NE language) as weU as Sanskrit, would one be able to
make such comparisons convincingly. Assyrian god' s narne Ashur may be cognate with S asura
but experts on Mesopoiamlan culture say that this deity's name probably grew out of the name
of, and in parallel with, the city A§Sur (Black & Green 1995: 37). So all such comparisons and

18. G. Whittaker argues, not very coovi.ncingly, that the Sumerlans were not indigenous but were
preceded by an JE people in the aNa. This is not, of course, impossible but that an JE people should
have moved iota this region so early seems improbable. Others thought Dravidians moved from India to
EJam and Mesopotamia (references in McEvilley pp 238ft). However If more evidence were to be
accumulated, 000 or other proposition would be acceptable.
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etymologies must be Iaid aside until mueh more is known about the subject.'9
35. Whne lexical elements (except for very few cases) are rather uncertain, there are poetic
elernents or devices which are common. That there should be stock epithels In both literatures
can be ascribed to independent development. The examples in the RVhymns are numerous:
ugra 'fierce' of Rudra (ll33, 9), somapä 'soma-drinker' of Indra (TI 12, 13), urukrama of Vi~u,
jätavedas of Agni ete, etc. In Mesopotarnian poems these are much fewer: eg in Atrahasis
"warrior" Enlil, "far-sighted" Enki, "wise" Marni (J\.:f.M9-35). As in the RV, Mesopotamian similes
are varied and some are very lyrical or expressive: "splendour llke the stars of heaven" and "His

19. Burkert mentions the GreekNedic cognates peleJru&lpar&'U 'ex,e' and connects them with Akkadian
pilaqqu which, however, means 'spindle, dagger' (1992: 37). Mayrhofer (under pamSu) rejects this
connection and proposes Altaic ... paluqa 'hammer' and Burusham baluqudlbulqa 'big'smaIl hammer'.
This may be corred but we must not ignore Sumerian baJag 'ex,e'; so the connection with
Mesopotamian seems to me quite valid. Burkert mentions also (p 37) the cognates Greek smaragdos,
Mycenaean pa-ra-Jru and Sanskrit marakata 'emerald' and connects them with Akkadian barakiu and
Aramaic bar'qa.
Very pecuIiar is an article by L Srinivasan (1999-2000) in which he claims that many Bengali words
are similar to Sumerian ones. He dtes support from Cyrus Gordon, an expert in Neareastem scholarship
but without Sanskrit, and Malati Shendge. It is all utterly wrong. Srinivasan, who obviously knows no
Sanskrit unfortunately consu1ts none of the etymological dictionarles. For convenience I clte some of the
more obvious examples, giving first the Bengali, then the Sumerian and finally the Vedic form (from
which the Bengali probably evolved): udo 'sheep', udu, et;la (or Sk hur;la 'ram'); iiru '!high', ur, iiru (!);
ghäro; 'wall, enclosure', ga-ar, ii-gära (Skt gharaJgrha 'house) ; thüm 'pillar' , dhn, sthäman 'station'
«1Jsthii); sürü 'all, whole', sar, sarva; etc etc. M Wiizel deals with aIl these (wrong) connections showing
that aIl can be explained through changes from Vedic/Sanskrit and Middle Indo-AIyan (1999-2000).
Unfortunately, entrenched as Wi1zel is in the AIT and wanting the Indoaryans to come to ancient
Saptasindhu horn the Urats c 1700-1500, he suggests that many of these perfect\y Vedic forms are loans
from Sumerian (!ibid, passim). It does not of course occur to hirn to mention the posstbi1ty that the
infIuence may run from East westwarci. For instance, e4a 'sheep' may well be cognate with Gk aix-,
Armenian aic, Avestan iz-, aIl 'goat' , thus being an JE stern; slmilarly ägära and Gk agora 'court-yard'
and 9Tha 'house' with Iranian gae-dü, Gk korthis, Uthuanian gardas; MOre obviously, sthifi:. 'stand-Ing'
is JE with cognates Avestan stä-, Gk sfa- histi-, Latln sto-, Gmc stii-n, etc; so also sarva 'aIl, who1e' and
Avestan harUva- Gk houlo, Latin saIvus, etc. So aIl these IE sterns could not possibly be borrowings in
Vedic from Mesopotamian. To explain such lingujstic sirnilarities we could hypothesize only that at a very
early period, say c 5000 or before, there was interaction beI:ween the Mesopotamian and the PIE
!anguages, or that Me!!Opotamia borrowed from ~ndhu c 3300-2800.
Shendge has made sirnllar claims for SOme 400 words that had aIlegedly come into Sanskrit horn
Akkadian (1994, 20(1). They are no better than McEvilley's or Srinivasan's. Among Vedic loans, she
dtes the Vedic 1Jmä> mimäti/mimife as if from Sumerian MAA 'creative water' (!) Ignoring that this
Vedic root has cognates in Avestan -mIma-fta etc, Tocharian A and B me-/mai, Hittite miii, Greek me-fis,
etc, etc. If she were a competent linguist and indo-europeanist, she would not have written that the
absence of Vedic words in other IE languages indicates that they are borrowings (2001: 152), for she
would know that Vedic contains many more PIE elements of language and mythology than the other IE
branches; that It 15 more readily analysable into dhätus or sterns and termInations and is therefore closer
to PIE; that many lacunae in the other JE branches are filled by Vedic material (Kazanas 2001a, 2002a,
2003b). Consequently the absence of Vedic words in JE branches may be due to loss whlle their
presence in Akkadian may be due to borrowing by Akkadian, as illustrated clearly by the S katpäsa (not
in other IE branches) and the Mp kapazum (§ 34). (I would 90 even further and suggest that the
murdhanya retrot1ex or cerbraI family of phonemes, r, r, ta, etc, might have been PIE but were lost in the
other branches and were retained in Vedic and Sanskrit.)
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face was llke that of a long--distance trave11er" (MM290, 53). But there is one curious device
common to both poetries which reveaJs close contact: this is when a character (a hero or god)
speaks to himself. The common fonnula here is "speaking to one's hearVspirit" as in MM96, 105
and in RVVß 86, 2 or X 129,4.
36. When we turn to the material means of transmitting language, ie writing, we find that there is
considerable uncertainty about its origins in Mesopotamia. Writing appears simultaneously - or
so it seerns - at c 3000 in Egypt. South Mesopotamia and the ISC. The Egyptian hieroglyphic
style can be separated from the other two because it is quite different from them; the material
upon which the hieroglyphs are inscribed is also different - stone, not clay tablets. Harappan and
Mesopotamian scripts and materials have similarities. In his extensive survey of the different
stages ofwriting (1992: 55-102, esp 70) J Bottero writes: "We do not have apodeictic proof of
the priority of this discovery, only asolid mass of indications" (p 87). Saggs is even more explicit
in rejecting Denise Schmandt-Bessarat's theory that writing in Sumer developed from prehistoric
tokens (= sma11 marbles or stones in different shapes, some having holes or incisions) via buDas
(=clay balls containing tokens), numerica1 tablets and then protocuneifonn tablets (1989: 63-5);
he states: "Either the invention of writing took place not in southern Mesopotamia but in some
other place not yet excavated; or eise, the earliest writing material was not clay but something
perishable" (p 63). Michalowski again argued that protocuneiform was an invented technology
that appeared on the scene quite suddenly, though not unrelated to earlier recording
technologies (tokens etc) which were all practised concurrently (1990: 54-8). Susan Po11ock states
that there has been no resolution to the divergent views on the subject (1998: 166).
That writing made a sudden appearance is indicated in the native legend or historical text of
Enmerkar and the Lord oE Aratta, mentioned in § 72 above. In this text (transl and ed by Kramer
1952), the king of ErechlK:ullab (=Uruk) Enmerkar communicates through a messenger with the
lord of Aratta and engages in trade with that city - sending wheat in exchange for camelian and
lapis-lazuli. After the third journey of the messenger, we find a strange passage suggesting that
Enmerkar was the first man to use writing on clay tablets. He did so because the herald for some
reason Oength of message?) was "heavy of mouth" and unable to repeat the message (11498
507). That so momentous an event should be introduced so cursorily is quite baffling. Fo11owing
a French secondary authority, Frawley proceeds to sussest that "the origin of Sumerian writing
had some connection with Aratta [in the north-west Punjab] and might have been borrowed
from there"{2001: 227).
Although Kramer's translation of the text contains no overt suggestion of any borrowing or
influence from Aratta, nonetheless Frawley's idea is not without merillt is possible that writing
started in the ISC before Sumer. Back in 1998 J M Kenoyer, expert on the ISC, in an interview
said that inscriptions have been found there which may be as early as 3300 {1998: 29). More
recently there have been reports (Internet, Press) of inscriptions from 3500 (see Dr R Medow's
view, BBC News on the Internet; McEvilIey, p 242). All this, of course, requires further studyand
confirmation. Additional investigations may weil prove that writing emerged independently in
Sumer and in the ISC, but at present there is nothing to preclude writing coming to South
Mesopotamia from Saptasindhu together with other goods, material and cultural.
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37. The Mesopotamian debt to Vedie Mathematics seems to be more certain • at least according
to the view of ASeidenberg, a distinguished American mathematician and historian of science. I
have no training in Mathematics and can only accept his ward and mathematlcal proofs. He
argued (1962 and 1978) that there is "a single source" for the two distinct traditions in ancient
Mathematics, that of the algebraic or compuiational and that of the geometrie or constructive
(1978: 301). He examined the mathematical data and concluded that this 'original source' was
either 'Vedic Mathematics' as formulated in the Sulbasiltras or an older system very much like it
rejeding the idea of Babyionian originality or the derivation of Vedic Mathematics from Babyion
c 1700 Be (1978: 304, 307, 310, 318-9) or from Egypt (1962: 515). He states ofthis original
source: 
"its mathematics was very much like what we see in the Sulvasutras
[sulbasütras]. In the first place, it was associated with ritual. Second, there
was no dichotomy between number and magnitude ... In geometry it
knew the Theorem of Pythagoras and how to eonvert a rectangle into a
square. It knew the isosceles trapezoid and how to eompute its area ...
[and] some number theory centered on the existence of Pythagorean
triplets ... [and howl to compute a square root. ...
The arlthmetical tendencies here encountered [ie in the SuIbasütras]
were expanded and in connection with observations on the rectangle led
to Babylonian mathematics. A eontrary tendency, namely, a concern for
exactness of thought ... together with a recognition that arithmetic
methods are not exact, led to Pythagorean mathematics. (1978: 329)
Sanskrit scholars, Seidenberg writes, did not give him a date for the Sulbasütras as far back
as 1700 BC. The earliest they would have given is 600, if that. He felt therefore obllged to
"postulate a pre·Old-Babylonian source for the kind of geometrie rituals we see preserved in the
Sulvasutras, or at least for the mathematics involved in these rituals" (1978:329). However, there
is no general acceptance of Seidenberg's views and more research will be needed.

38. I am now fairly ceriain that many sütra texts belong to the first quarter of the 3rd millennium,
if not earlier in a more primitive form. Obviously eities like Harappa, Kalibangan, Mohenjorado,
Dholavira etc, with their straight streets , square blocks, !arge buildings, domestic and urban
water.supply, "way ahead of those of any other civilization of their time", and "main drainage
system" (McIntosh 2001: 100..1), etc, indicate town-planning, and town..planning requires
knowledge of geometry, precisely the sort of "eonstructive" mathematics contained in the
Sulbasütras. A1though Seidenberg may have been wrang, I find nothing remarkable about the
Sulbasütras being early or the Mesopotamians borrowing (from) them. An additional
eonsideration will help here. One of Brhaspati's sütras states: "A privy, a fireplace, a pit or a
receptac1e for leavings of food and other [rubbish], must never be made very close to the house
of another man (XIX 26)." This sounds like a regulation to contra) excesses from pressure due to
increasing population and the beginning of urbanization. This situation arose probably e 3000
2600 when the ISC was in its early urban phase, before town·planning was established generally.
39. David Pingree, and many another before hlm, thinks that Indian astronomy or astrology, or
at any rate the study of celestial phenomena that were regarded as ominous and somehow
influencing human life, derived from Mesopotamia (1998). He finds A Parpola's "interpretation
of the inscriptions In Harappan seals as recording, in a Dravidian Ianguage, an astral religion
related to an alleged counterpart In Mesopotamia ... too hypothetical and unsubstantiated for us
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to consider it further" {p 127).20 He than takes as his basis the text MULAPIN which is assigned
to C 700, possibly back to 1000 (p 125, 127) and indicates correspondences with Vedic texts. He
finds simüarlties in the lists of 18 constellations in the path of the Moon in MULAPIN and the 27
or 28 na~tras in Vedic AVXIX 7, 2..s, Taittiriyasarphitä IV 4, 10 and TaittiriyabrähmaQ8 1,5
and m, 1 and thinks that the association of deitles with the n~tras in India "seems totally
arbitrary and unexpected" but the Mesopotamian belief that the constellations are manifesmtions
of gods and goddesses is not so (p 127). Why the Indian n~tra/deity relations are arbitrary but
not the Mesopotamian ones is not at aIl dear to me, but Pingree gives no further explanations.
He then refers to "the ideal year of 360 days divided into twelve equal months" being the same
in both MULAPIN and RV I 164, 11 and AV IV 35, 4; the same holds for the intercalary months
in the real lunar calendar: here Pingree finds that such divisions serve specific purposes in the
Babyionian tradition but not in the Vedic one - which seems a most astounding statement since
any and every calendar serves the very obvious purpose of signalling days and months not only
for religious festivals and rituals (in the Vedic culture too) but also for sbnple routine chronology.
Pingree mentions also that in a "later liturgical calendar recorded in a Vedic text" (ie
kaUSitakibrähmaQa 19, 2) the practice of reckoning the months from the new moon and of
adding an extra month before the New Year is one followed in the Babyionian calendar (p 128);
this however can hardly indicate borrowing from Babyion since, as Pingree notes only one
paragraph earlier, different Vedic texts reckon months sometimes from the full moon and
sometimes from the new moon, exactly as in the MULAPIN!
40. There is absolutely nothing in Pingree's evidence and arguments to demonstrate a west~
eastward movement of influence.21 His conviction that the Vedic cu1ture is the borrower sterns
obviously from the AIT and the old mainstream chronologies assigning the RV to c 1200, the
other Vedas to c 1000 and so on (see n 1, above). Although the MUL.APIN is at the very earliest
c 1000, nonetheless Pingree cites evidence of translations into Hittite and Elamite which give us a
date in the mid-second millennium. But since we have evidence now that the Aryans are
indigenous to Saptasindhu and the RVis from before 3100 (and some hymns much earlier), then
any similarities must be taken to indicate a westward movement as we saw with other cases.
Apart from the aspects discussed in the previous section on Mathematics, an additional
consideration is the astronomical references in the MB which, as N Achar demonstrated in 2001,
belong to the year 3067 (see Kazanas 2002a). If the Aryans were in a position to make such
accurate observations at 3067 then they ware well ahead of the Mesopotamians in this science
and aIl correspondences !hat hitherto indicated Vedic borrowing, thanks to the warped old
chronologies, must now be reversed. Thus, in this sphere again the debtor is Mesopotamia - and
§41 gives additional confirmation. For a scientist's treatment of the Vedic evidence, confirrning
my view, see S. Kak 2003.

41. Oppenheim writes: " both the peacock and the chicken passed through [Mesopotamia] on
their way westward[;] the Sumerians called the chicken • the bird from Meluhha' and the Syrlans
called it the 'Akkadian bird' " (p 317: my square brack.ets). As we saw earlier (also §42, below),
the Mesopotamians called Meluhha the Saptasindhu; so chicken and peacocks came to the Near
East from the ISC.
In relation to this, of great interest is the view of B Brentzes which I have been unable to see
in its original publication but whose significant part is given by S S Misra (1992). Now Brentzes is

20. He cites Parpola's The Sky-Garmen~ Helsinki 1985, and Deciphering the Indus Script, Cambridge
1994. We too shall ignore Parpola's canjectures.
21. It may be that in later tirnes, whether with Buddhist texts of the last centuries BC or with Hindu texts
weil into the Common Era, India borrowed through han (Pingree pp 130 ff) but this does not cancern us
in this paper.
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an invasionist who found (independently of Oppenheim's statements) some archaeological
evidence that links the NE with Saptasindhu: this is the representation of the peacock in Iran and
countries of the NE as early as "the late 3rd millennium" in Elam ("two figured poles from Susa
with peacock symbols"). It is pointed out that "the earliest examples are known ... from Mohenjo
daro and Harappa: two birds sitting on either side of the first tree of life are painted on ceramics"
(pp 11-2). The transmission to Syria and Palestine (and Sassanian art in Iran) was ascribed to the
Aryans in the NE , Kassites and Mitannis c 1600. And Brentzes concluded : "So we are forced to
accept the Indo-Aryans in what is now Iran, especial1y Eastern Iran before 1600 Be were under
the Indian influence for such a Iong pericxi that they could have taken over the peacock
veneration. In that case they could not be part of the Andronovo culture, but should have come
to Iran centuries betore, at the time when the Hittites carne to Anatolia."
Misra comments: "Thus, Brentzes has supplied us wlth a very irnportant archaeologica1
evidence and he has shown wlth cogent arguments that Indo-Aryans were in India much before
the second half of the 3rd millennium BC and that they moved to Iran and Iraq [=>=
Mesopotamia] from Indla and influenced them culturany" (1992:13; my square bracket). Albright
and Dumont too state that peacocks were exported from India to Mesopotamia at the latest c700
(1934: 106, n 6).22 Here now, we have another undoubted case of influence from India to
Mesopotamia.

Ext.emallnteHelations.
42. I have shown that as regards the internal evidence of the Indic and Mesopotamian legends
the latter is the more likely one to have borrowed from the former. The external inteHelations
between the two cultures seems to confirrn disturbs this likelihood.
C.A.Hromnik discussed (1981) the Indian influence on sub-Saharan, eastem and southem
Africa from early to modern times suggesting that Indians introduced, among other things, the
fat-tailed sheep into the region before the 5th cent BC (p 40) and started gold-mining "on and
around the south Zambezi plateau" as early as 1000 BC (p 45). R. Austen examines maritime
trade through the Indian Ocean by means of the dhow boat, but only in the pericxi after 100 CE;
he refers briefly to some studies dealing with earlier periods (p 12 and 25, n 14) but rnentions
Hrornnik nowhere. Clearly more research is needed in this area. However, early trade-contacts
between India and Mesopotamia are weIl established.
B.B. LaI presents (1997) arnpie evidence forproducts frorn the ISC found in various sites of
Mesopotarnla (Ur, Kish, Nippur etc) suggesting that there were trade exchanges from 2600
onwards (182-5). This is significant since Mesopotamian literary activity is thought to begin only
a little betore c 2800, though of course oral tradition would be older. LaI presents arnple
evidence of Harappan products at Bahrain and Ornan in the Persian Gulf and in Tepe Yahya
near the South coast of Iran (185-7). All this indicates that there was a sea-route connecting the
ISC and southern Mesopotamian. "That there did exist land-routes through which the Harappan
objects were disseminated is rather self-evident from the occurrence of etched camelian beads at
Shah Tepe and Hissar [in central and north Iran], in levels ascnbable broadly to c 2300-1800
BC" (188). Now on the basis of the Mesopotamian text Enmerkar and the Lord 01 Aratta, H.
Saggs thinks that "perhaps by 2700 BC direct trading between states, by organised caravans, was
taking place" (1989:130). Aratta was "a notable source not only of gold and silver, but also of
lapis-lazuli and camelian" (ibid). Saggs thinks that Aratta contained perhaps Sahr-i-Sokhta (in
Afghanistan:ibid). However, D. Frawley rightly points out that such identifications are
hypothetical and unnecessary since the epic MB (VßI 44-5) actually refers to the region Aratta in
northwest Punjab (2001: 224, 226). So the Mesopotamian text describes trading with a region
22. The same two writers state that "wool-bearing trees", Le. cotton, from India were planted in Assyria
c700 (1934: 108, n5; also Oppenheim 19n: 94). Mc:Evilley writes, "In Mesopotamia the obelisk of
Shalmaneser m(around 860BC) shows imported Indian elephams" (p 5). These are late attestalions, of
course.
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(kingdom, major city?) in the !SC - definitely at e 1700 and perhaps 2700 (see Saggs, ibid). Lal
thinks - tentatively - that the oountries Oilmun, Magan and Meluhha, whose ships berthed in
Agade (= Akkad) ~ stated in a document of King Sargon c 2350, oorrespond to Bahrain, Oman
and Saptasindhu (195-7). G. Roux on the other hand has little hesitation in accepting these
identifications, shown explicitly on the flrst Map in his book (1992: Maps). Equally certain of this
is Harrtet Crawford (1994: 148). Frawley reminds us that "K D Sethna has shown with much
evidence that Meluhha, pronounced 'Melukha", derives from 'Malekha", whleh Is Prakrit for
Mleccha" (2001: 227). Lal suggests also that a small communlty of Harappan merchants might
havE! been established in one or more of the Jarge Mesopotamian eitles (1997: 192); Crawford
also accepts the possibility of such "eolonies" (1994: 148).23
It is not beyond the bounds of possibility, sure!y, that at this early period, c:2700, and
perhaps before,not only material goods but also cultural (deas traveUed from Saptaslndhu to
Mesopotamia.
43. The Hlttites were certainly established In centraI and south-east Anatolia In "the land of
Hatti" by 1900 (Gurney 1990: 13-5; Dunstan 1998: 160--1). It is not clear what and how much of
the IE heritage the Hittites brought wlth them inltially because the early centuries of their history
are unknown to uso They were conquerors setting up a kingdom (e 1650) that developed into a
powerful empire lasting down to c 1180. Yet their mythology (which surfaced in written texts
from e 1600) preserved few IE elements. The Hattis, as they were known by their neighbours,
retained the names of only 3 gods (Agnis, D-Siu and Inar = V Agni, Dyaus and lndra
respectively) and the slaylng of the serpent-dragon by Inar and the Weathergod (Kazanas 2001a:
§ 4c); the castration of Anu by Kumarbl may be related to or even derived from lndra's slaying
Vrtra and other relevant castration-materlal (Kazanas 2001b, §VII, 6). Thelr language may have
retained some arehaie features but It alone among all the other IE branches lost the feminine
gender and all 4 oommonest of relation words - 'father' (V pitr, Gk pater, Gme fadar etc),
'mother' (V miitr, Gk miiter, Gme mödor ete), 'daughter' (V duhitr, Gk thugater, Gme tohter, etc)
and 'son' (V sünu, Gk huio-, Gme sun- ); even Toeharian has cognates of all four. Nonetheless, it
is posslble that the Hittites brought with them much more IE lore which they gradually forgot or
altered beyond recognitiona4, but some of which found its way into the legendty of neighbouring
23. On the slrength of other modem writings ofthe 1960's and 1970'5 McEvIlley accepts the
establishment of sueh a colony and even points out that a reciproca1 Mesopotamlan settlement in India
seems to be absent or less prominent ( p 240). However, not being content with thls situation and,
wlshing to show that the Mesopotamlans were the dominant power commercially and culturally, cites
D.C. SneU (1997: 28), who wrote 'The...Mesopotamians had contact with the periphery mainly to trade
for or to seize reMJ materials, and in that contad they may have influenced the people they confronted."
True, but Snell does not mention India, and Mesopotamia's "periphery" Is (according to the maps
McEvilley helpfully provides) the Caucasus in the north, Syria in the west, Arabian desert in the south
and E1am and Iran in the east. True, the Mesopotamians showOO aggressiveness and seizOO both raw
materials and regions, but their trade with far-distant ISC could only have been peaceful and cost1y since
the latter, rieh in natural resources, needed very little or nothing trom Mesopotamia. (McIntosh 2002:
169-172).
24. The myth of the missing god Telepinu may be a fusion of the Vedic myth of SaraJ)YU's disappearance
and the Mesopotamian myth of fertility-god Dumuzi's death. Unlike 5arar)yu who is daughter of Tv~
and marries the Sungod Vivasvant, Telepinu is masculine and the son of the great Sungodj in the Hittite
legend the Sungod gives a feast and invites all the gods and then Telepinu disappears whlle in RVX 17,
1-2 Tva,m gives the feast and 5arar)yu jolts &Nay. 5araQyu arranges to leave behind her substitute thus
seeming to retum. Unlike Dumuzi, Telepinu does not die but retums after a perlod and restores the
fertility cycle. These myths Are obvlously conneded with that of Demeter and her daughter Persephone
in Greece, but this would take us far from our immediate concern. (For a discussion of the Telepinu
myth see Gurney 152-5; for the text, Pritehard 1958: 87-91 and Hoffner 1998: 15-20).
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people. To use T. Burrow's judgment of Tocharian, we can say of the Hittite culture that it
undelWent "profound and far reaching ... changes strongly suggestive of alien inßuence" since it
had "traveUed [long and] far from Its original horne" (1973: 10, my square brackets).
Something simUar may be said of the Kassites also who came from the east and set up their
own kingdom (shortly before or after) c 1600 ruling Mesopotamia for about 400 years. They too
brought little IE material as far as can be ascertained from the extant texts but with a significant
difference: their language had elements that proved to be of pure Indoaryan provenance and
some of their gods and kings had, again, Indoaryan names -like IndallIndra, BugaS/Bhaga,
MaruttaSlMarut-as etc (Oppenheim 1977: 338). A little later another people of a simUar
Indoaryan descent, the Mitannis, established their own kingdom in North Mesopotamia (and part
of today's Syria); they too had some dear Indoaryan linguistic elements and kings' and gods'
names (Sutama/Sutarat;la, Tu§ratharrv~ratha, SuriaSlSürya, MaruttallMarut-as etc:
Burrow 1973: 27-9). A highly significant feature here is that under the Kassites' rule in Babylonia,
especially under Agum II in early 16th century, there was "a surge of literary invention, collection
and recording" (MM 47,229; HeideI1965: 134; Roux 1992: 251). This might have been a
period when new ideas of Vedic descent entered into the Mesopotamian culture and other NE
ones.

Condusion
44. The material discussed in the preceding sections shows that the Vedic Mythological ideas
and motifs hav. correspondences in other IE branches and are therefore of PIE provenance.
Consequently they cannot be said to be loans from the NE. Different types of evidence suggest
that the borrowing was done by the Mesopotamians. I suspect the opposite view prevafled until
now because of the wretched AlT and lts very recent dates for the Indoaryan culture. Once the
AIT is removed and the ISC is seen as a material expression of the anterlor Vedic Tradition this
problem is also solved. The commercial travels and colonies established by the Indians in
Mesopotamia in the 3rd millennium as weu as the presence of Kassites and Mitannis (who are
linguistically of Indoaryan descent) in the NE show how the east-west influences may have been
transmitted. It is also possible that the Indoaryans may have sent civiJizing missions much earlier.
But, as I said in §3, we must not rule out the possibüity that we have shared elements of a much
earlier culture, common to Indians, Mesopotamians and other peoples.
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